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ABSTRACT
We present collisionless simulations of dry mergers in groups of three to twenty-five galaxies to test
the hypothesis that elliptical galaxies form at the centers of such groups. Mock observations of the
central remnants confirm their similarity to ellipticals, despite having no dissipational component.
We vary the profile of the original spiral’s bulge and find that ellipticals formed from spirals with
exponential bulges have too low Sersic indices. Mergers of spirals with de Vaucouleurs (classical)
bulges produce remnants with larger Sersic indices correlated with luminosity, as with SDSS ellip-
ticals. Exponential bulge mergers are better fits to faint ellipticals, whereas classical bulge mergers
better match luminous ellipticals. Similarly, luminous ellipticals are better reproduced by remnants
undergoing many (>5) mergers, and fainter ellipticals by those with fewer mergers. The remnants
follow tight size-luminosity and velocity dispersion-luminosity (Faber-Jackson) relations (<0.12 dex
scatter), demonstrating that stochastic merging can produce tight scaling relations if the merging
galaxies also follow tight scaling relations. The slopes of the size-luminosity and Faber-Jackson re-
lations are close to observations but slightly shallower in the former case. Both relations’ intercepts
are offset - remnants are too large but have too low dispersions at fixed luminosity. Some remnants
show substantial (v/σ > 0.1) rotational support, although most are slow rotators and few are very
fast rotators (v/σ > 0.5). These findings contrast with previous studies concluding that dissipation
necessary to produce ellipticals from binary mergers of spirals. Multiple, mostly minor and dry merg-
ers can produce bright ellipticals, whereas significant dissipation could be required to produce faint,
rapidly-rotating ellipticals.
Subject headings: galaxies: elliptical – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies:structure
1. INTRODUCTION
Merging of spiral galaxies is a promising mechanism
for producing elliptical galaxies. Although it was per-
haps not until Toomre (1977) that interacting spirals
became widely accepted as elliptical progenitors, simula-
tions of interacting spirals date back at least to Toomre &
Toomre (1972) and arguably as far as Holmberg (1941).
Much of this work has focused on major mergers (mass
ratio <3:1) of pairs of spiral galaxies on parabolic orbits.
While such binary major mergers certainly are observed
in the local universe - and will likely be the ultimate fate
of the Milky Way and M31 - they may not be as common
as minor hierarchical mergers.
Observational evidence and numerical simulations sug-
gest that most L* galaxies are found in groups (McGee
et al. 2009), where the central galaxy is likely to have
experienced multiple mergers and have several surviv-
ing satellites. Furthermore, late-type galaxies in groups
follow a Schechter luminosity function (Schechter 1976)
similar to those in other environments (Croton et al.
2005; Robotham et al. 2010). Thus, if high-redshift
groups are composed primarily of spiral galaxies, they are
likely dominated by several bright spirals with a larger
number of fainter satellites, as in our Local Group. Our
hypothesis is that groups of three or more spiral galaxies
with luminosity distributions following a Schechter func-
tion will naturally merge to produce a central elliptical
galaxy, and possibly fainter satellites.
We aim to test this hypothesis with numerical experi-
ments. More specifically, we test whether the properties
of the central galaxies formed through collisionless merg-
ers in groups of spirals are consistent with observations
of local ellipticals. This first paper in a series outlines our
methodology and demonstrates that the results are both
qualitatively and quantitatively different from both the
more prevalent studies on binary mergers and also the
less abundant literature on galaxy group mergers. We
present results on morphological and kinematical mea-
sures as well as two dimensional scaling relations. Paper
II (Taranu et al. 2013) will focus on the three dimensional
fundamental plane scaling relation. To further motivate
this endeavour, we will outline some of the key results of
the past several decades of work in this field.
Carnevali et al. (1981) and Ishizawa et al. (1983) were
amongst the first to produce simulations of mergers in
groups of galaxies (10-20 each), using 20 and 100 parti-
cles per galaxy, respectively. Barnes (1985) introduced
separate stellar and dark matter profiles, with 30 and 270
particles for each component, respectively. Barnes (1989)
added stellar disks and bulges to the galaxy models, tak-
ing advantage of the newly invented N-body tree code
(Barnes & Hut 1986) to increase resolution to 4096 lu-
minous and dark particles each. While the arrangement
of orbits was somewhat artificial (a pair of triple systems
each consisting of a binary orbiting a more massive sin-
gle galaxy), the study showed that mergers of realistic
galaxies in compact groups can be rapid and produce
central remnants with de Vaucouleurs profiles and shell
structures, similar to local ellipticals.
A problem with the collisionless merger scenario was
identified by Carlberg (1986). Collisionless mergers can-
not increase central phase space density, which is nec-
essary if disks are to merge and produce ellipticals with
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2higher central densities than their progenitors, as is often
the case. Hernquist et al. (1993) directly addressed this
issue with simulations of binary mergers of spirals with
bulges (Hernquist 1993), which, unlike mergers of bul-
geless spirals (Hernquist 1992), are capable of producing
sufficiently centrally dense remnants.
Weil & Hernquist (1996) extended this methodology
to mergers of groups of six equal-mass spirals. The res-
olution of these simulations was a factor of 18 higher
than Barnes (1989), with almost 150,000 particles per
galaxy, and included a comparison sample of pair merg-
ers. Group mergers were shown to produce remnants
with some rotation, in contrast to the non-rotating rem-
nants typical of dry binary mergers (Cox et al. 2006).
Both varieties of mergers produced early-type galaxies
well fit by de Vaucouleurs profiles. However, group merg-
ers with bulges did not maintain centrally concentrated
profiles, exhibiting the same low central phase space den-
sity as found in bulgeless pair mergers. This may be
seen as once again disfavoring the group merging sce-
nario; however, it should be noted these mergers were
of equal-mass galaxies and hence of very large mass ra-
tios, which would tend to maximize this problem. Fur-
thermore, Kormendy et al. (2009) argues that ellipticals
have lower central densities (’cores’) than expected from
inward extrapolation of their outer surface brightness
profiles, which is consistent with the group merging sce-
nario and essentially the opposite of the central phase
space density problem, although Kormendy et al. (2009)
attribute these cores to scouring of inner stars by inspi-
raling supermassive black holes rather than purely stellar
dynamical processes.
Since Weil & Hernquist (1996), the relatively rapid
pace of advancements in the field of simulations of merg-
ing in galaxy groups has slowed, with the focus shifting
to studies of hydrodynamical processes in group environ-
ments. This can be partially attributed to the findings of
Robertson et al. (2006) that collisionless binary mergers
are unable to produce ellipticals following a tilted fun-
damental plane relation, although Aceves & Vela´zquez
(2005) found an appreciable tilt by merging spirals sam-
pled from an appropriate Schechter luminosity function.
Robertson et al. (2006) also found that collisionless bi-
nary mergers could only produce very slow-rotating rem-
nants and that dissipation was required to produce signif-
icantly rotationally-supported ellipticals. However, be-
tween Weil & Hernquist (1996) and Robertson et al.
(2006), very few studies have tested whether these results
apply to multiple collisionless mergers as well. Galaxy
clusters (Dubinski 1998) and starbursts in groups (Bekki
2001) have been considered. Ciotti et al. (2007) simu-
lated consecutive mergers of spheroidal galaxies, roughly
approximating hierarchical group merging. While this
approach has provided useful estimates of the growth of
stellar mass and size, the use of purely spheroidal progen-
itors is questionable given the prevalence of disks at high
redshift. Hopkins et al. (2009) combined the results of bi-
nary merger simulations with cosmological merger trees,
using empirical halo occupation models and spiral scal-
ing relations to predict the evolution of early-type scaling
relations. However, the models only incorporated mul-
tiple mergers by allowing binary merger remnants suf-
ficient time to relax dynamically, whereas Moster et al.
(2012) find that halos undergoing multiple mergers are
likely to have two mergers in quick succession. Galaxies
in groups are thuse likely to undergo multiple mergers
within a relatively short periods rather than a steady
stream of isolated mergers.
More recently, fully cosmological simulations of merg-
ers in a group or several groups of galaxies have been
performed by, for example, Khalatyan et al. (2008) and
Feldmann et al. (2011). Such simulations naturally in-
corporate hierarchical merging, typically by using the
’zoom-in’ method of re-simulating a small sub-volume
of a large dark matter-only cosmological simulation at
higher resolution. Naab et al. (2009) and Oser et al.
(2012) demonstrated that ellipticals can form in groups,
with minor mergers being an important mechanism in
controlling the evolution of the central galaxy size and
mass. Feldmann et al. (2011) showed success in produc-
ing not only a central elliptical but early-type satellites
by simulating a single group using this method. However,
such ab initio simulations encounter difficulties achiev-
ing sufficient spatial resolution to produce realistic spiral
galaxies. Typical softening lengths in such simulations
are between 500 to 1000 pc, which significantly alters
the inner profile of ellipticals, especially at low masses.
Increasing the resolution can mitigate this problem but
also greatly increases computational cost and limits the
possible sample size to a few groups.
It is clear that there is a gap in the literature on mul-
tiple mergers in groups, even though multiple mergers
likely create brightest cluster galaxies (Dubinski 1998).
By contrast, observations of elliptical galaxies have ad-
vanced tremendously in recent years, providing public
catalogs of morphologies of thousands of nearby ellip-
ticals and spirals alike (e.g. Blanton et al. 2005; Hyde
& Bernardi 2009a; Nair & Abraham 2010; Simard et al.
2011), mainly based on Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
images. The SAURON project (de Zeeuw et al. 2002)
and its volume-limited successor survey Atlas3D (Cap-
pellari et al. 2011) have provided integral-field kinemat-
ics of hundreds of early type galaxies at a comparable
resolution to SDSS. It is increasingly necessary to match
the large samples of observations with simulations and
explore the vast parameter space of conditions in galaxy
groups.
To meet the requirement of a large simulation sam-
ple, it is currently necessary to focus on dry merging and
gravitational dynamics alone. Hydrodynamical simula-
tions are more computationally expensive and add nu-
merous parameters to initial conditions: disk gas frac-
tions, gas disk scale heights and lengths relative to the
stellar disk, the presence of a gaseous halo, etc. More
importantly, existing literature has yet to establish the
effects of collisionless gravitational dynamics in group
mergers on central remnant structure. There is observa-
tional evidence suggesting that dry merging contributes
significantly to the growth of massive galaxies, particu-
larly ellipticals (e.g. van Dokkum et al. 2010). Even if
exclusively dry merging is not the most common mech-
anism for forming ellipticals, many ellipticals will have
experienced at least one dry merger in their lifetimes and
it is instructive to ask what collisionless dynamics alone
would predict before moving on to hydrodynamical pro-
cesses.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: §2
motivates and details the methods used in creating the
3simulations, while §3 details the analysis methodology
and pipeline, with additional tests presented in App. A.
A more detailed examination of numerical convergence
can be found in App. B. Key results on morphology, scal-
ing relations and kinematics of central remnants are pre-
sented in §4. The implications of these results on theories
of elliptical galaxy formation are detailed in §5, with ref-
erence to prior studies on the subject. The conclusions
are summarized in §6.
2. SIMULATIONS
The simulations are designed to extend the method-
ology of binary galaxy merger simulations to groups of
galaxies. This section details the parameters of the group
sample (§2.1), as well as the two key ingredients in the
initial conditions: group configuration (§2.2) and galaxy
models (§2.3). Finally, the code and parameters used for
the simulations are described in §2.4.
Our choice of initial condition parameterization is de-
signed to evenly sample the parameter space of groups
which are likely to produce a central elliptical rem-
nants, rather than be a unbiased sampling of real, nearby
galaxy groups. This approach is similar to that used
in binary mergers simulations, in which the orbits are
typically nearly parabolic, with some cosmologically-
motivated distribution of pericentric distance and disk
alignment. In our case, we model group-sized halos at
the turnaround radius at z=1-2, such that the subhalos
are likely to contain spiral galaxies which will eventually
merge to form one central elliptical.
We use two galaxy models designed to reproduce the
surface brightness profile and rotation curve of M31 and
scale these models according to the Tully-Fisher relation
(Tully & Fisher 1977). The only parameter we vary be-
tween the models is the profile of the bulge, which has a
substantial impact on the structure of the merger rem-
nant ( §4.2). While this approach does not reproduce the
variety of spiral galaxies found in the local universe, let
alone at high redshift, it maintains the simplicity of the
initial conditions. We do not vary the bulge fraction in
the progenitors, as pre-formed bulges are required to pro-
duce sufficient central densities in the merger remnant.
We discuss these choices further in §5.
Although the simulations are nominally scale-free, as
with any system of units having G=1, our simulations as-
sume units of length in kpc, velocity in 100 kms−1, time
in 9.73 million years and mass in 2.325 × 109M. The
luminosity function sampling and initial group radius im-
pose a unique, preferred scaling to each simulation, such
that mergers of groups with the same number of galaxies
but different luminosities are not simply re-scaled ver-
sions of each other.
2.1. Group Sample
We create groups with total luminosities from 0.1-10L*
and masses between 2 × 1011 − 2 × 1013M. We incor-
porate several basic assumptions consistent with obser-
vations and cosmological simulation predictions. More
massive groups contain more galaxies on average, with
galaxies preferentially located closer to the center of the
group. The group as a whole is initially collapsing, with
galaxies located within Rmax = 2×R200,z=2 but having
insufficient orbital energy to prevent collapse (i.e. the
Table 1
Range of Numbers of Galaxies Initially in Each Group
Group Mass (M*) Nmin Nmax,F Nmin,M Nmax
1/8 3 3 4 4
1/4 3 4 5 6
1/2 3 5 6 8
1 3 6 7 10
2 3 7 9 13
4 3 9 12 18
8 3 12 16 25
Note. — Each simulation sample is divided into those groups
with relatively Few (F) or Many (M) galaxies for their mass, with
three groups in either category per mass bin. The minimum and
maximum number of galaxies in a group is listed, as well as the
maximum for the F and the minimum for the M subsamples.
groups are sub-virial). We simulate each group configura-
tion twice, with each simulation containing either spiral
galaxies with exponential bulges or classical bulges (but
not both), referring to the former sample as B.ns=1 and
the latter as B.ns=4 for short.
There are 3 sets of simulations, each with different
random seeds for the initial conditions. Each set has
7 target luminosity (or mass) bins, ranging from 1/8 to
8 L* and increasing by factors of 2. Each bin contains
8 groups, for a total of 3 × 7 × 8 = 168 simulations,
of which 3 × 7 × 2 = 42 are mergers of spirals with
equal masses, while the remaining 126 are sampled from
a realistic luminosity function. Since each simulation is
run twice (with different spiral bulge profiles), there are
nominally 336 simulations, but only 168 different sets of
galaxy masses and orbits.
Each group has a number of galaxies betweenNmin = 3
and Nmax = 2+(5/6)×10·(L/L∗)1/2. Within each group
luminosity bin, the number of galaxies in each simulation
varies linearly from the minimum (3) to the maximum,
so that L* groups have between 3 and 10 galaxies and
the largest groups have 25 galaxies. This range of galaxy
numbers roughly covers the number of bright galaxies one
would expect in poor groups. The mass range covered
by the groups is 2.0× 1011M to 3.0× 1013M.
We further subdivide the sample into groups with rel-
atively many mergers (the Many-merger or ’M’ subsam-
ple) or relatively few (Few-merger or ’F’). The groups
in each mass bin with the three lowest initial galaxy
counts are part of the F subsample, while the groups
with the three largest initial galaxy counts qualify for the
M subsample. Because the maximum number of galax-
ies changes in each mass bin, the dividing line between
the Many-merger and Few-merger subsamples depends
on mass and is not a fixed number of galaxies or mergers.
Each mass bin also contains two groups with equal-mass
galaxies (’Eq’), one with three galaxies (’F-Eq’) and the
other with the same number of galaxies - Nmin,M - as
the fourth group in the LF-sampled simulations (i.e., the
group in the ’M’ subsample with the fewest galaxies).
The number of galaxies in a representative number of
groups is listed in Tab. 1.
2.2. Group Configuration
Once the target luminosity and number of galaxies are
selected, each group is initialized through the following
steps:
1. Randomly select luminosities for all of the galaxies
4from a restricted range of the spiral galaxy lumi-
nosity function.
2. Set the maximum radius within which to spawn
galaxies, Rmax = 2R200,z=2.
3. Place the most luminous galaxy in the center.
4. Place all other galaxies in order of decreasing lu-
minosity.
5. Compute the group’s gravitational potential en-
ergy.
6. Assign random velocities to the satellite galaxies,
applying an inward and radial bias and re-selecting
any velocities with v > vesc.
Galaxy luminosities are randomly sampled from the
inclination- and extinction-corrected spiral luminosity
(Schechter) function of Shao et al. (2007). For the
r-band, the faint-end slope α = −1.26 and M∗r =
−20.99 + 5 log(h = 0.71), or M∗r = −21.73, which is
nearly identical to our standard M31 model’s absolute
magnitude of Mr = −21.69. We set a minimum lumi-
nosity of 0.01L∗ for the spirals, as we do not expect
the luminosity function to continue to arbitrarily faint
magnitudes. Luminosities are drawn from a restricted
range of the luminosity function with a width equal to
(Ngals+2)/10 dex, such that the integral under the curve
is equal to the target group luminosity. This limited
range produces groups with smaller magnitude differ-
ences between the brightest central galaxy and the next
brightest satellite, making major mergers more likely -
especially in groups with few galaxies. We avoid simu-
lating groups with a single luminous spiral and several
much fainter satellites, since these groups would only pro-
duce relatively minor mergers and would be unlikely to
produce ellipticals. The 42 groups with equal-mass spi-
rals (’Eq’) are not sampled from an LF and instead have
exactly the target luminosity, split evenly between three
or a larger number of galaxies.
Once a luminosity is determined for each group galaxy,
the galaxies are randomly assigned locations within the
group in order of decreasing luminosity. The most lu-
minous galaxy is placed at the center of the halo, while
subsequent galaxies are given a random radius with a
likelihood inversely proportional to radius, i.e., ρ ∝ r−1,
and with r < Rmax, where Rmax = 2R200,z=2. R200,z=2
is the radius at which a volume enclosing the total group
mass has a mean density of 200 times the critical density
at z=2. Next, a random polar and azimuthal angle is
given. The minimum distance between galaxies is set by
0.5 × Rmax ∗ (Mgalaxy/Mgroup)1/3, which allows galaxy
halos to be in contact but not overlap significantly.
All of the galaxies are given preferentially inward and
radial orbits. The group itself is sub-virial to ensure col-
lapse and no satellite is given a speed |v| > vescape. This
is accomplished by giving each group a target virial ra-
tio Qtarget = −2T/W = 0.5, where W is the gravita-
tional potential energy of the group. This is equivalent
to a zero-energy parabolic orbit in a galaxy pair, where
T=-W. The group velocity dispersion is determined by
Qtarget: σ = (−Q × (W/a)/M)0.5, where a = 3s − 2β
and β is an orbital anisotropy parameter. Each galaxy’s
radial velocity is then σ ∗ s, where s is a number ran-
domly selected from a unit Gaussian centered on s=0.5.
On average more than 70% of galaxies will have inward
radial velocities. The azimuthal and polar velocities are
given by σ(s× (1− β)0.5), where β = 0.5 directs most of
the velocity of the galaxy radially.
In two of the three sets of simulations, the initial con-
ditions in groups of similar mass (1/8 to 1/2, 1 to 4,
and 8) are correlated, in the sense that galaxy positions
are seeded in the same order (but not individual galaxy
masses or orbits). This is intended to test the effect
of adding additional galaxies to otherwise similar initial
conditions. In the third set, all of the initial conditions
are completely randomized. We note no statistically sig-
nificant differences between the partially and completely
random initial conditions for the relations presented in
this paper; however, we will note some differences in the
fundamental plane parameters in Paper II.
Finally, each galaxy has its own massive, extended dark
halo. In practice, the these individual halos overlap in
their outer regions, leaving little or no ’empty’ space be-
tween galaxies. We have also experimented with includ-
ing a separate dark matter halo for the group, not as-
sociated with any particular galaxy, but find that group
galaxies then (unrealistically) merge with this invisible
dark halo rather than with each other.
2.3. Galaxy Models
Initial spiral galaxy models are created using the
GalactICS galaxy initial condition code (Widrow & Du-
binski 2005). This code generates equilibrium models of
galaxies with a bulge, disk and halo through spherical
harmonic expansions of analytic potentials. Although
the models begin in equilibrium and do not require addi-
tional time to settle, they have been tested in isolation.
All models remain (statistically) unchanged for at least
a Hubble time, even at the lowest resolution (55,000 par-
ticles per galaxy), which the vast majority of galaxies
exceed.
The models are similar to the ’M31c’ model of Widrow
& Dubinski (2005), with some parameters adjusted fol-
lowing the approach of Widrow et al. (2008) to better re-
produce the surface brightness profile and rotation curve
of M31. M31 was chosen as a well-studied, nearby spiral
having a sufficiently massive bulge to produce concen-
trated merger remnants. The models are bar-stable and
contain a massive, non-rotating bulge, as well as a dark
matter halo. The first variant uses a nearly exponential
bulge with ns = 0.93, which will be referred to as expo-
nential for convenience. A second variant uses an ns = 4
de Vaucouleurs or classical bulge but otherwise identical
parameters.
The halo density profile is designed to match an NFW
(Navarro et al. 1997) profile at large radii and smoothly
drop to zero at large radii. The halo has a 6.07 kpc scale
radius, ρ ∝ r−1 inner cusp and r−2.3 outer slope, an
outer radius of 300 kpc and a total mass of 1185 units,
or 2.75 × 1012M. This profile produces a 30:1 ratio
in dark:baryonic (stellar) mass, which is a factor of two
larger than estimates for M31 and the Milky Way (e.g.
Watkins et al. 2010), but smaller than global estimate
for the universal dark:stellar mass ratio.
The disk has a 5.8 kpc scale radius and a 750 pc
sech2 scale height, equivalent to a 375 pc exponential
5Figure 1. The rotation curve of the M31 models used in these
simulations. The rotation curve is dominated by the bulge inside in
the inner 5 kpc and by the halo thereafter. The more concentrated
ns = 4 bulge also produces a sharper, inner peak in the rotation
curve at 1 kpc.
scale height. The disk is cut off past 6 scale radii,
or 35 kpc, for a total mass of 25 simulation units, or
5.8× 1010M. We adopt a disk stellar mass-to-light ra-
tio of (M/Lr)D = 3.4.
Each bulge has a 1.5 kpc effective radius. The exponen-
tial bulge and de Vaucouleurs bulge have masses of 14.75
units (3.4 × 1010M) and 15 units (3.5 × 1010M), re-
spectively. The bulge-to-total mass ratio B/TM is about
33% in both models, larger than the 20-30% estimate
for the R-band B/T ratio B/TR in M31 (Courteau et al.
2011). The models could compensate by using a lower
(M/Lr)B ; however, the bulge kinematics favor a lower
value of 1.9 (Widrow & Dubinski 2005), which we adopt
here. While (M/Lr)B does not affect the simulations,
the resulting bulge-to-total light ratio B/Tr is 50%, and
so mock images are more strongly weighted to bulge stars
than disk stars.
The rotation curve for both models is shown in Fig. 1.
The bulge dominates within the inner 4-5 kpc and the
halo thereafter, with the disk contribution typically half
that of the halo. The non-maximal disk is both consis-
tent with recent observations of spiral galaxies (see van
der Kruit & Freeman (2011) for a review) and also pro-
motes bar stability. Although the exponential bulge can
be torqued into a bar, the intrinsic bar stability means
that any remnant properties such as rotation are a result
of the merging process and not secular instabilities.
To scale our model to different masses, we multi-
ply all masses by a factor m while retaining the same
M/LR. Velocities are scaled by m
0.29, assuring that
the galaxies follow a Tully-Fisher relation V ∝ L0.29
(Courteau et al. 2007). To maintain virial equilibrium
(R ∝ M/σ2, or, log(R) ∝ log(M) − 2log(σ)), particle
distances from the center of the galaxy are scaled by
Figure 2. Logarithmic surface density maps of the initial condi-
tions for four of the simulated groups. The groups have a nominal
total luminosity of 0.125, 1, and 8 L* in each row respectively. The
number of galaxies in each group varies from three (leftmost col-
umn) to a mass-dependent maximum Nmax (rightmost column).
The maximum radius within which galaxies are spawned (equiv-
alent to 2R200,z=2) is shown in gray. Images are 1 Mpc across.
a factor of R ∝ M/σ2 ∝ m1−2×0.29, or, R ∝ m0.42.
As a result, surface brightness scales weakly with mass
- L/R2 ∝ m0.16 - consistent with the Tully-Fisher rela-
tion’s assumption of nearly constant effective and/or cen-
tral surface brightnesses. We do not incorporate scatter
into the input galaxy scaling relations, so that scatter in
the merger remnant scaling relations is both a lower limit
and dependent on the formation process (merging) and
bulge profile, rather than an additional input parameter
like the Tully-Fisher relation’s scatter. Similarly, we use
the same bulge fraction for all galaxies. We deliberately
avoid using bulgeless disks, as existing literature (e.g.,
Hernquist (1993)) shows that bulgeless disk mergers do
not produce sufficiently high central densities. We will
further discuss the implications of these choices in §5.
The lowest resolution model has 5,000 bulge, 10,000
disk and 40,000 halo particles, for a 1:2:8 bulge:disk:halo
ratio, and 15,000 stellar particles. More massive galaxies
have larger particle counts by factors of two, up to a
maximum of 480,000 disk particles. Most groups have
at least three galaxies with 60,000 stellar particles and
only a few tens of galaxies have fewer than 30,000 stellar
particles. By scaling resolution this way, stellar particles
all have the same mass within a factor of three, while
dark particles are not more than 10 times more massive
than star particles, limiting spurious numerical artifacts.
App. B discusses the effects of numerical resolution in
greater detail; in summary, this resolution is more than
sufficient for the more massive galaxies and adequate for
the least massive satellites.
2.4. Simulation Code and Parameters
6Figure 3. Logarithmic surface density maps of nine of the simu-
lated groups after the full simulation time of 52,000 steps (about
10 Gyr). The groups shown are the same as in Fig. 2. The effec-
tive radius of the central galaxy in each group is shown in white.
Images are 1 Mpc across, as in Fig. 2.
Each group is simulated for 10 Gyr with the parallel
N-body tree code PARTREE (Dubinski 1996). Figures
2 and 3 show a typical evolution for one such group.
The simulations use 52,000 fixed timesteps of 0.02 units
- about 195,000 years - and a softening length (spatial
resolution) of 100 pc. We use an opening angle of θ = 0.9
with forces computed to quadrupole order. While this
opening angle is somewhat larger than typical values of
0.7 to 0.8, PARTREE calculates forces between nearby
particles in different trees directly, eliminating the source
of the largest force errors. For θ = 1.0, PARTREE has
been shown to produce median force errors under 0.2%,
with 90% of force errors under 0.5% (Dubinski 1996);
force errors with θ = 0.9 are considerably smaller.
3. ANALYSIS
The simulations are analyzed at three different epochs
after 5.0, 7.7 and 10.3 Gyr, which correspond to forma-
tion redshifts of about 0.5, 1, and 2, respectively, if one
assumes that the group formed at t=0 Gyr. Since the
only redshift-dependent parameter in the initial condi-
tions is the maximum radius of the group, analysis of
the same group at different epochs is equivalent to as-
suming a different age for the group. Also, since galaxies
are given an initial separation sufficient to prevent their
halos from overlapping significantly, it typically takes 1-
2 Gyr for the first mergers to occur. Groups with fewer
galaxies complete the merger process after another 2-3
Gyr and so are not sensitive to the choice of formation
time, while groups with more galaxies continue slowly
accreting lower-mass satellites and growing even after 10
Gyr. Although we do not introduce additional galaxies
into the simulation to mimic cosmological accretion, we
note that the long merging time for less massive galaxies
still allows for late-time mergers in richer groups.
3.1. Analysis Pipeline
Figure 4. Example mock image of the major axis projection of the
central galaxy from a typical L* group after 10 Gyr of simulation.
The image shows SDSS-equivalent r-band photometry down to the
mean sky level, overlaying contours from the image itself (dashed,
black) and the best fit GALFIT Sersic model (solid, black). The
gray ellipse shows the effective radius but with no boxiness param-
eter altering its shape. The image is 29 kpc or 150 SDSS pixels
across.
Once the simulations are complete, we create mock r-
band photometry and kinematics of each group at the
three different epochs, placing the group at a mock red-
shift of 0.025 (about 100 Mpc away). In brief, we create
SDSS-like photometry of the central galaxy out to 8 ef-
fective radii, including a sky background and appropriate
signal-to-noise ratio. We use GALFIT (Peng et al. 2002,
2010) to fit a single Sersic profile to each galaxy. We also
use GALMORPH (Hyde & Bernardi 2009a) to fit a de
Vaucouleurs profile to the sky- and satellite-subtracted
image, both for comparison to general Sersic fits and to
the de Vaucouleurs fits of Hyde & Bernardi (2009b). Fi-
nally, we create spatially resolved kinematics at the same
scale, and use these maps to measure kinematical quan-
tities within the central region and the effective radius of
the central galaxy. Although our simulations do not re-
solve faint satellites particular well, our pipeline is able
to recover the properties of the central ellipticals with
precision comparable to SDSS observations.
Simulations are processed with our own imaging
pipeline, which is intended to create images of the cen-
tral galaxy in each group equivalent to those produced
by the SDSS. We convert mass to luminosity to create
nominal r-band images, using fixed stellar mass-to-light
ratios for the bulge and disk components. We then ex-
tract a one-dimensional profile of the central galaxy in
circular bins, masking out the central regions of satellite
galaxies. A single Sersic profile is then fit to produce
a rough estimate of the effective radius of the central
galaxy (Reff,est).
Next, we create a FITS image out to 8Reff,est around
the central galaxy. The image is smoothed by a
point spread function (PSF) with a full-width at half-
maximum (FWHM) of 1.43 arcseconds, typical for SDSS
r-band observations (Stoughton et al. 2002; Abazajian
7et al. 2009). Galaxies are imaged at a mock redshift of
zobs = 0.025, typical for the SDSS spectroscopic sam-
ple used in (e.g. Hyde & Bernardi 2009a; Nair & Abra-
ham 2010). Fig. 4 shows an example image of a typical
galaxy. The pixel scale is identical to that used by SDSS,
0.396 arcsec/pixel. Most importantly, we add a sky back-
ground with both a mean surface brightness and varia-
tions comparable to SDSS observations. In the r band,
the mean sky value is 20.86 and variations are Gaussian
distributed with a standard deviation of 2.65%, equiv-
alent to the SDSS asinh zero-flux magnitude of 24.80
(which itself was chosen to be approximately 1-sigma of
typical sky noise). We also create maps of the projected
dark matter distribution using the same pixel scale (but
no PSF).
In addition to photometry, we create kinematical maps
of the first four moments of the luminosity-weighted ve-
locities of particles in each pixel (velocity, r.m.s. velocity
dispersion σ, and v3 and v4). Although we do smooth
these maps by the same PSF and use the same pixel scale
as the photometry, we do not add a sky background or
any instrument-specific noise. We do not perform any
fitting to the kinematic quantities, choosing r.m.s. ve-
locity dispersions rather than fitting any profiles, and so
the kinematical maps remain largely instrument-agnostic
beyond the choice of pixel scale and PSF. The maps can
then be used both to measure central velocity dispersions
and spatially resolved kinematics, comparing to SDSS
and Atlas3D respectively.
Finally, we create an error map for the photometry,
which will be used to perform χ2 minimization in fitting
profiles to the galaxies. The error is the square root of
the luminosity in each pixel multiplied by some constant
factor, which scales the signal-to-noise ratio across the
image. The constant itself is simply related to the image
exposure time, given a certain zero-point equivalent to 1
count per second (for SDSS r-band, this is about 26.7)
and mean sky variation. This scheme contrasts with, e.g.,
Feldmann et al. (2011), and other simulations which use
the square root of the number of particles in each pixel
as the error. The per-pixel errors do not scale directly
with the resolution of the simulation but should instead
converge with increasing resolution. Similarly, setting a
non-zero floor to the error map ensures that pixels with
no signal are not ignored in the fit, which is necessary
since the absence of a signal is meaningful.
For each galaxy, we create images in 10 randomly ori-
ented but evenly spaced projections. These are the ten
projections passing through opposite faces of a regular
icosahedron, but arbitrarily rotated with respect to the
central galaxy. We also use the three projections corre-
sponding to estimates of the principal axes of the central
galaxy. We fit every galaxy in the image with a single
Sersic profile using GALFIT. Sufficiently large galaxies
(including the central galaxy) fit a boxiness parameter
(C0) as well, which allows for elliptical isophotes to vary
from diamond-shaped (C0 < 0) to rectangular- or box-
shaped (C0 > 0). For highly inclined disks with a bulge,
this can also provide a better fit than an unmodified el-
lipse. The GALFIT fits also include a fixed sky back-
ground equal to the mean sky brightness. We do not
allow for the sky value to vary, as doing so would result
in over-fitting the sky, a common problem in observa-
tions. Since different surveys and even different data
releases of the SDSS have employed various methods for
fitting sky backgrounds, we opt to avoid the difficulty of
reproducing each methodology and simply fit with the
known mean sky value. This does not, however, remove
the pixel-to-pixel variation in sky brightness, which sets
the effective limiting surface brightness in the image.
We use the GALFIT fits to create a sky- and satellite-
subtracted image of the central galaxy in each frame.
This image is used to measure various quantities, includ-
ing alternative non-parametric half-light radii. We also
use GALMORPH to fit a single de Vaucouleurs profile to
this sky-substracted image. This provides a direct com-
parison to the methodology used in Hyde & Bernardi
(2009b), with the caveat that our use of GALFIT to fit
the profiles of satellite galaxies may not match the ex-
act methodology employed in masking nearby sources in
SDSS or other surveys.
3.2. Photometric and Kinematic Measures
Sizes and luminosities of the central remnants are mea-
sured several different ways. The preferred luminosity
measure is the total luminosity within the deconvolved
model image of the central galaxy, roughly equivalent to
model magnitudes in SDSS and other surveys. For com-
parison, we also measure several other sizes and luminosi-
ties, including non-parametric Petrosian radii (Petrosian
1976) (see Abazajian et al. (2004) for the SDSS imple-
mentation and Graham et al. (2005) for analysis thereof).
A thorough analysis of the suitability of these measures
is presented in App. A.
Kinematical maps are used to measure the velocity dis-
tributions - mean velocities (for rotation measures), dis-
persions, and higher order moments. Generally, we use
central dispersions within 1/8 Reff and rotation mea-
sures within Reff . Velocity dispersions in the central
remnants do vary radially, generally dropping from peak
central values. Integral field surveys such as Atlas3D can
measure dispersions out to 0.5 to 1 Reff , whereas fiber
dispersions from SDSS are measured within fixed angular
diameters, and hence variable fractions of Reff . Aper-
ture corrections are often applied to fiber dispersions to
convert them to a fixed fraction of Reff , with 1/8 Reff a
typical choice for SDSS observations (Hyde & Bernardi
2009a). However, we find that central dispersions are
nearly identical to effective dispersions (within 1 Reff ),
with most galaxies lying on a linear relation and only a
handful of outliers, so aperture corrections are not nec-
essary for the simulations.
The central velocity dispersions in simulations can be
artificially depressed by softening of the gravitational po-
tential. We mask out the central 300 pc to compensate,
and measure central dispersions within 1/8 Reff where
possible. For the few galaxies where 1/8 Reff is smaller
than 300 pc, we enlarge the aperture by factors of 1/8
Reff until a reliable estimate is obtained.
We have also considered the kinetic energy measure
S =
√
σ2 + v2, or equivalently S = σ × √1 + (v/σ)2.
This is a more accurate measure of the stellar kinetic
energy for galaxies with significant rotation. However,
most simulated galaxies do not have sufficient rotational
support for this correction to be significant, and there
are not yet any large samples of galaxies with published
dispersions and v/σ to compare to.
8Figure 5. Example images of a typical galaxy. The leftmost image is as Fig. 4 but now sky subtracted. The remaining panels show, from
left to right, the GALFIT Sersic model residuals ((image - model)/image), and velocity and velocity dispersion maps in units of kms−1.
All images are 29 kpc or 150 SDSS pixels across, as in Fig. 4.
4. RESULTS
The main results presented in this paper are the mor-
phologies and kinematics of central group galaxies. Al-
though we do fit satellites as well, this is mainly to ex-
clude their contribution from the profile of the central
galaxies. Few satellite galaxies are sufficiently well re-
solved to recover sizes and Sersic indices accurately, but
we only require their total luminosities to be recovered
and subtracted from the central galaxy’s profile.
Unless otherwise noted, all radii measured with ellip-
tical annuli are
√
(a× b), where a and b are the major
and minor axis lengths.
4.1. Observational Comparisons
Our results are compared to three published data sets
for nearby galaxies. The Atlas3D survey (Cappellari
et al. 2011)(hereafter A3D) is a volume-limited integral
field unit survey of the kinematics of 260 nearby early-
type galaxies. A3D provides kinematical maps (Em-
sellem et al. 2011) with a pixel size about twice as large
as that of SDSS. This is mitigated by the larger aper-
ture and very low redshifts (z<0.01) of the sample as
compared to our nominal mock sample redshift (0.025).
Sersic profile fits are also available from Krajnovic´ et al.
(2012), with photometry from a variety of sources but
typically comparable to or better than SDSS.
Simard et al. (2011)(hereafter S+11) published three
different profile fits for over a million SDSS galaxies. We
use the single Sersic decompositions for direct compari-
son and the free Sersic (bulge) plus exponential (disk) de-
compositions for diagnostic purposes. Although these fits
were performed with a different code - GIM2D (Simard
et al. 2002) - the fitting procedure is similar to our GAL-
FIT fits. We select galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts
0.01 < z < 0.3 to ensure availability of a reliable Vmax
volume correction term. We use the logarithmic median
velocity dispersion between two sources - the SDSS DR7
and Princeton measurements (both included in DR7,
Abazajian et al. (2009)). Stellar masses are based on the
MPA-JHU DR7 catalog 1, using fits to the multi-band
photometry.
Detailed visual classification of of nearly 6,000 early-
type galaxies from SDSS with z<0.1 is provided by Nair
& Abraham (2010)(hereafter N+10). Volume corrections
are applied with the standard 1/Vmax weighting scheme
(Schmidt 1968). Profile fits from this catalog include
Petrosian sizes from the SDSS pipeline (Stoughton et al.
1 Available at http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS/DR7/
Table 2
Morphological types of cuts used for S+11 sample
S+11 Subsample N+10 Es N+10 S0s N+10 Spirals
Es 1874 1095 93
S0s 98 350 323
Spirals 193 1265 5272
Unclassified 13 54 604
Total 2178 2764 6292
Note. — Each row lists the breakdown of visual morphological
classifications from N+10 of each of the subsamples from S+11,
which are based on empirical cuts on various parameters rather
than visual classification. Empirical cuts generally produce com-
plete but impure samples of ellipticals and spirals, with substantial
contamination by S0s.
2002) and Sersic fits from S+11. Although the original
catalog of N+10 contained over 14,000 galaxies, elimi-
nating bad fits and unmatched/misclassified objects pro-
vides just over 11,000 galaxies, of which nearly 5,000 are
early-types.
We exclude all SDSS galaxies with extreme velocity
dispersions (σ < 20 kms−1or σ > 400 kms−1) or effective
radii smaller than 0.3 kpc. Where visual classifications
are available (A3D, N+10) we select galaxies with Hub-
ble T-types (de Vaucouleurs 1959) less than 0 as early-
types. T-types less than -3 are included in the elliptical
sample while the remainder are classified as S0s. The ma-
jority of the S+11 sample does not have visual classifica-
tions, other than the small subset classified by N+10. We
adopt a series of empirical cuts similar to those of Dutton
et al. (2011) to identify early-type galaxies, testing these
against the N+10 subset. The early-type sample contains
galaxies with ns > 1, and – from the disk plus free ns fits
– r-band bulge to total luminosity ratio B/Tr > 0.4, disk
inclination less than 63 degrees, and bulge reff > 0.5kpc.
Early-types must also have a spectroscopic eclass value
less than -0.1 (see Yip et al. (2004), but note that the sign
convention in SDSS is opposite), which selects galaxies
with spectra consistent with a passive population. This
early-type sample is subdivided into an elliptical subset,
which imposes further cuts based on the single Sersic fits:
g-band image smoothness S2 < 0.08, or g-band image
smoothness S2 < 0.12 and B/Tr < 0.6. These cuts are
similar to those suggested by Simard et al. (2009) to se-
lect early-type galaxies from morphology alone, but also
serve to decrease contamination from S0s and early-type
spirals in the elliptical sample. All galaxies not classified
as early-type but meeting the dispersion and Reff cut
are identified as spirals.
The samples obtained by applying these cuts to the
9N+10 catalog are listed in Tab. 2. The elliptical sample
is 86% complete. While it is only 61% pure, the con-
tamination mainly comes from S0s and not spirals. No
cuts appear to be able to reliably classify S0s, which con-
taminate both elliptical and spiral samples. In principle,
we could instead use the S+11 cuts on the N+10 sam-
ple rather than relying on visual classifications at all;
however, visual classifications are repeatable and fairly
robust (see Nair & Abraham (2010) for comparisons to
previous classifications), and as seen in A3D, there are
significant differences in rotational support between the
elliptical and S0 population (Krajnovic´ et al. 2012), even
if no automated morphological classification can separate
them.
Additional weightings are necessary to compare these
catalogs to our own simulations, which probe a range of
about 5 in absolute magnitude and have a nearly flat lu-
minosity function. We produce r-band luminosity func-
tions for each sample, then weight by the ratio of the
simulated luminosity function to the observed one. Ellip-
tical and S0 subsamples use all simulated galaxies versus
E/S0 classifications from observed catalogs - i.e., we do
not morphologically classify simulated merger remnants.
This weighting procedure turns each observational sam-
ple into a catalog with equal numbers of galaxies at each
luminosity, directly comparable to our simulations. Al-
though the weightings are not vital for tight scaling rela-
tions like the fundamental plane, they are necessary for
fair comparisons of weaker correlations and histograms
marginalizing over luminosity.
4.2. Morphology
As detailed in §3.1, the central galaxies are fit with a
single Sersic profile. Each profile has six free parameters
(in addition to the two coordinates for the centre of the
galaxy): the Sersic index ns, an effective half-light radius
reff , a surface brightness at this radius, an ellipticity ,
a position angle, and a boxiness parameter C0 modify-
ing the shape of the ellipse from diamond (negative C0)
to box-shaped (positive C0). Ellipticals have long been
known to be best fit by larger Sersic indices than disks, to
have small ellipticities and several correlations between
size, luminosity and Sersic index. Any satellite galaxies
in the image are also fit with a single Sersic profile.
4.2.1. Sersic Indices
Figure 6 shows various histograms of the Sersic in-
dex distribution for the B.ns=1, B.ns=4 and B.ns=all
samples. Each individual bulge type produces a nar-
row distribution of Sersic indices. The B.ns=4 sample’s
distribution is narrower and peaked at a larger value of
ns = 5 than the observational distributions. The B.ns=1
sample’s peak at ns = 3 is significantly lower than those
of N+10 and A3D ellipticals, and the distribution is nar-
rower still than that of B.ns=4. The combined B.ns=all
sample’s ns distribution is nearly bimodal due to this
separation and approximately twice as broad as B.ns=1
alone. By contrast, most observed distributions are uni-
modal, although the S+11 distributions show a larger
peak of high ns galaxies, which is only reproduced in the
B.ns=4 sample. There is also a hint of bimodality in the
S0 distributions, which we have diminished by setting
a lower limit of ns = 1. The peak of the S0 distribu-
tion is best reproduced by the B.ns=1, but, as will be
demonstrated in §4.4, the remnants’ rotational support
is far lower than that of typical S0s. None of the simu-
lation samples can reproduce the width of the observed
S0 distributions.
Although each of the B.ns=1 and B.ns=4 samples are
individually a poor fit to the elliptical data - particularly
being too narrow of a distribution - the naive linear com-
bination of the two (B.Ns=all) provides a better match.
The B.ns=all sample is also a better match to the ellip-
tical distributions than the S0, the latter of which tend
to smaller Sersic indices. While it is not a particularly
realistic distribution - assuming that half of the groups
in the universe contain galaxies with only exponential
bulges while the other half contain de Vaucouleurs bulges
- we will elaborate on the implications for more realistic
bulge profile distributions in §5.
The difference in Sersic index between the Many- and
Few-merger subsamples is small in the L.F.-sampled case
but is maximized at about 0.5 for equal-mass mergers.
Furthermore, the distributions of the Few-, equal-mass
merger remnants in the different bulge samples are suffi-
ciently narrow that the combined B.ns=all, Few-merger
subsample is distinctly bimodal. Thus, it appears that
multiple mergers are sufficient to broaden the distribu-
tions of remnant Sersic indices, but sampling progenitors
from a realistic luminosity function can accomplish the
same purpose, even with relatively few mergers.
Major axis projections of central remnants have sys-
tematically larger Sersic indices than the medial or minor
axis projections (bottom left and middle panels of Fig. 6),
with the peak of the distribution shifted by about 1. Me-
dial and minor axes have nearly identical distributions,
even though their ellipticities and semi-major axes are
not necessarily the same. As Fig. 7 shows, the variation
in Sersic index for a single galaxy over different viewing
angles is not usually much larger than one (and often
smaller), so projections aligned near the major axis ap-
pear to produce the largest ns profiles.
Only B.ns=4 mergers produce a correlation between
luminosity and ns, as shown in Fig. 7. This is partly
a result of more massive ellipticals being produced by
more mergers. In both B.ns samples, Many-merger rem-
nants tend to have larger ns at fixed luminosity. However,
in the B.ns=4 sample, even the Few-merger subsample
shows a small positive slope in Sersic index, whereas the
trend is flat or even slightly negative for B.ns=1. The
overall trend is dependent both on the initial bulge pro-
file and the number of mergers. A positive dependence of
merger rate on halo mass is a prediction of ΛCDM (e.g.
Hopkins et al. (2010)). Exponential bulges, however, are
simply not concentrated enough to create merger rem-
nants with ns > 4, even with repeated merging. Thus,
luminous ellipticals are unlikely to be the product of only
exponential bulge mergers.
The degree of agreement between simulations and ob-
servations is difficult to judge, since the observational
samples do not completely agree. The N+10 ns-L rela-
tion appears to flatten above 1010L. This could be due
to the larger redshift range of the S+11 sample; however,
we find that GALFIT-derived Sersic fits to mock images
at higher redshift tend to fit lower Sersic indices, so this
systematic trend would have to be reversed in observed
ellipticals to explain the shift.
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Figure 6. Sersic indices of central ellipticals. The top row shows comparisons to observed elliptical galaxies. The bottom right panel
shows distributions for equal mass mergers as well, as compared to observed S0 galaxies. The bottom left and middle panels show principal
axis projections only. Histograms are offset slightly on the x-axis to prevent overlap. Simulation data are shown with several maximum
ns - 8 (dashed line) for comparison with N+10 and S+11, and no limit (solid line) for the simulations themselves. B.ns=4 mergers match
observed ellipticals best, but a range of bulge types appears to be required to reproduce the observed distributions.
4.2.2. Ellipticities
Ellipticities of the remnants are on the average slightly
larger than observed elliptical samples but lower and
more sharply peaked than S0s. Fig. 8 shows that there
is only a small difference between the Many- and Few-
merger subsamples, while there is about a 0.05 shift to-
wards rounder remnants from the B.ns=4 to B.ns=1
samples. On the whole the distributions are not unrea-
sonable, lying closer to observations of ellipticals than of
S0s, while lacking the tail of highly elliptical shapes found
in S0s. Although the Many-merger remnants are slightly
rounder on average than the Few-merger, the difference
is not large even in equal-mass mergers. This is some-
what surprising, considering that the progenitor galaxy
orbits are nearly isotropic and should tend to produce
spheroidal remnants as the number of mergers increases.
We will elaborate on this point further in §5.
The intrinsic ellipticities of the remnants along the
principal axis projections are also shown in the bottom
left and middle panel of Fig. 8. The distributions are
consistent with the remnants being triaxial, with the me-
dian value in each projection being both different than
the others and greater than zero. The smallest axis ratios
are found for the minor axis projection, which would be
the case for ellipsoids closer to prolate than oblate. Most
galaxies have a medial axis ellipticity of around 0.4, with
few being rounder than 0.2, indicating that almost all
galaxies have a significantly shorter minor axis than the
major axis.
In addition to having larger Sersic indices, brighter
galaxies trend toward smaller ellipticities and rounder
shapes (Fig. 9). This trend might be expected for more
luminous galaxies with many mergers. If the orbits of
the merging galaxies are isotropically distributed, the
resulting remnant should be close to spherical. Such a
trend is present in the simulations, although it appears
stronger for the B.ns=4 sample. Much of the scatter in
the relation appears to be due to projection effects of the
inherently triaxial simulated galaxies, although median
ellipticities show significant scatter as well. The B.ns=1
sample also appears to have few very round ( < 0.1)
remnants, especially at low luminosities.
4.3. Scaling Relations
4.3.1. Size-Luminosity/Stellar Mass and Kormendy
Relations
Fig. 10 shows the Sersic model size-luminosity relation
for principal axis projection of simulated galaxies after
10.3 Gyr, connecting otherwise identical groups with dif-
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Figure 7. Sersic indices of central ellipticals by galaxy luminosity. Classical-bulge mergers (right) have larger ns for the same initial
conditions and show a strong dependence of ns on galaxy luminosity, as with observed ellipticals from S+11 but unlike exponential bulge
mergers (left) and N+10 ellipticals. Different projections of the same group are shown as lines of best fit for clarity, with a single point
marking the median projection. The length of the line shows the range of values from 10 random projections. Perpendicular lines cross at
the 25th and 75th percentiles, with a length equivalent to the r.m.s. dispersion of points perpendicular to the line of best fit.
ferent spiral bulges. All relations have very small scatter.
Part of the scatter is caused by the B.ns=1 sample having
smaller sizes (a real effect) and lower luminosities (partly
a real effect, but largely systematic, as will be shown in
App. A). Regardless, both projection effects and differ-
ent progenitor bulge profiles contribute to the scatter in
the relation.
Table 3 lists best-fit Sersic model size-luminosity re-
lations for simulations and observations alike, obtained
by least-squares minimization of the orthogonal scatter.
In all of the simulation samples, the scatter is relatively
small at about 0.1 dex. The scatter does not appear to
be mainly due to projection effects or combining progen-
itors. Fits to major axis projections have similar scat-
ter to the ten equidistant but randomly aligned projec-
tions. Similarly, though some groups show projection-
dependent sizes and luminosities, these variations are
smaller than the scatter in median values, and are likely
a result of the mild correlation between Sersic index and
luminosity of projections of the same galaxy (evidenced
in Fig. 7). If sizes and luminosities are generally accu-
rate to within 10-20% or 0.04-0.08 dex, as suggested by
our testing, then some of the scatter could be intrinsic.
The scatter in the unweighted simulation data is compa-
rable to that in observed ellipticals (slightly larger than
N+10), while the slope is considerably shallower and the
intercepts larger.
Separate fits to the Many- and Few-merger subsam-
ples show a large difference of 0.05 to 0.1 in slope. Also,
as Fig. 11 demonstrates, the Many-merger subsample
is larger at fixed luminosity than the few merger sam-
ple. Thus, the slope of the predicted relation can be
maximized by giving a larger weight to luminous, Many-
merger remnants (and a smaller weight to faint galax-
ies), while applying the opposite weighting to groups
of relatively few galaxies, such that their weights are
largest at low luminosities. We apply such a weighting in
Tab. 3 and find that it can steepen the slope of the size-
luminosity relation further than even the Many-merger
subsample alone, bringing it close to observed values for
N+10 but still short of S+11 and A3D.
Table 3 also lists values for observational data, with
both 1/Vmax corrections and optional weighting to match
the luminosity function of the simulations. This weight-
ing scheme only makes a significant difference in the
S+11 sample - otherwise, most scaling relations are in-
sensitive to weighting method, as one would expect if
they are truly linear with uniform scatter. Some curva-
ture may exist at the low- or high-luminosity extremes,
but it is unclear whether it is real or systematic.
The Petrosian R50 size-luminosity relation (Tab. 4)
shows smaller scatter than Sersic sizes, despite the fact
that uncorrected Petrosian half-light radii systematically
underestimate the luminosities of pure Sersic profiles and
simulated galaxies alike. This is especially true for the
B.ns=4 sample, which has slightly lower scatter than
B.ns=1 mergers, despite having greater systematic errors
on Reff due to its larger mean ns. The slopes are still
shallower than those observed in N+10, but the differ-
ence can shrink to less than 0.05 if considering weightings
for both simulations and observations. The implications
of these results will be discussed further in §5.
The best-fit relations between size and stellar mass
for the S+11 and N+10 catalogs are listed in Tab. 5.
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Figure 8. Ellipticities of central ellipticals. Top panels show randomly oriented, evenly spaced projections of various models compared
with observed ellipticals. Bottom left and middle panels show principal axis projections only, while the bottom right panel shows equal
mass mergers and compares with observed S0s. Ellipticities of central galaxies are largely consistent with the observed distributions,
though slightly more flattened on average. Simulated galaxies are intrinsically triaxial, with the minor axis projection being the roundest
on average. The remnants are rounder than observed S0s and lack a tail of highly flattened ( > 0.5) objects.
The slopes are slightly shallower than those for the size-
luminosity relations and closer to (but not quite match-
ing) those predicted by the simulations, which do not
have significant variations in the stellar mass-to-light ra-
tio. Thus some of the tension between the slopes of the
simulated and observed size-luminosity relations can be
resolved by accounting for the variable stellar mass-to-
light ratio of observed galaxies, which increases in more
luminous observed ellipticals but is nearly constant by
construction in the simulated remnants.
The Petrosian size-stellar mass relation shows slightly
shallower slope, as with Sersic models. In fact, the slope
and scatter of the weighted simulations (0.52 and 0.09)
are within the quite small bootstrap errors (0.01) of the
weighted observations (0.51 and 0.09), while the inter-
cept is higher (-4.81 versus -5.08) but still also within
the more generous error bars. Thus, it is entirely pos-
sible to match the slopes, and, to a lesser extent, the
intercepts of the size-mass relation, depending on the fit-
ting technique and sample weights. However, this alone
does not justify either weighting scheme. The observa-
tional scheme is reasonable, since matching luminosity
functions is necessary in order to make a fair compari-
son. The simulation scheme is not as well justified, since
the number of mergers per group is somewhat arbitrary.
The Kormendy relation (Kormendy 1977), shown in
Fig. 12, has large scatter and shallow slope, especially
for the B.ns=1 relation, which is nearly flat. None of the
observed relations are quite linear. While the kink at
small sizes is likely a systematic artifact, the curvature
near 5-6 kpc appears more robust and also more signifi-
cant than the equivalent curvature in the size-luminosity
relation. As in the size-luminosity relation, it appears
as if the simulated galaxies are either too faint for their
size or too large to be so faint. Interestingly, the rela-
tion for large ellipticals appears to asymptote towards
the slope of constant luminosity (d log(µe)/d log(Reff) =
5), which suggests that bright ellipticals can grow signif-
icantly in size without adding a large amount of stellar
mass. In fact, many BCGs have exceptionally large effec-
tive radii and faint mean surface brightnesses. However,
most of the similar simulated remnants in Fig. 10 are
mergers of many equal-mass spirals, rather than lumi-
nosity function-sampled remnants - without this M-Eq
subsample, the simulated Kormendy relation is rather
weak, especially for the B.ns=1 sample.
4.3.2. Faber-Jackson Relation
The Faber-Jackson (velocity dispersion-luminosity,
Faber & Jackson (1976)) relation is shown in Fig. 13,
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Figure 9. Ellipticities of central ellipticals by galaxy luminosity. Median ellipticities tend to decrease slightly with luminosity, both in
simulations and observations, while B.ns=4 mergers are slightly rounder on average. Projection effects for single galaxies are quite large,
with spreads of 0.2-0.3 in ellipticity being common. Line types are as in Fig. 7.
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Figure 10. The size-luminosity relation of merger remnants af-
ter 10 Gyr. Each point shows one of the principal axis projec-
tions. Light (green) lines connect different projections of the same
galaxy. Darker (red and black) lines connect the same projection
for groups with different progenitor bulge profiles but otherwise
identical initial conditions. The light (green) lines can be viewed
as contributions to scatter in the relation from projection effects,
while the darker lines show differences from progenitor galaxies.
with best fits tabulated in Tab. 7. The simulated rela-
tions have slopes fairly close to the observations, though
the intercepts are significantly lower. The turnover or
curvature at low velocity dispersions (<100 kms−1) is
likely not entirely real, since such low dispersions are
near the spectrograph’s resolution limit and unlikely to
be reliable (Aihara et al. 2011). The luminosity func-
tion weightings make a significant difference in slope for
the N+10 sample, which is likely due to this same curva-
ture. The scatter appears to be mostly due to projection
effects at the low-luminosity end but increases at high
luminosities, where the Many- and Few-merger samples
appear to diverge. The most robust conclusions from the
data are that the slope for the S0 sample is significantly
steeper than that for ellipticals, which in turn is slightly
steeper than the canonical slope of 0.25, depending on
the weighting scheme used. The scatter in the simulated
relations is also significantly lower than in the observa-
tions, even when both bulge samples are combined.
Unlike the size-mass/luminosity relations, the veloc-
ity dispersion-stellar mass relation (Tab. 8) is hardly
changed from the velocity dispersion-luminosity rela-
tion, although the scatter shrinks slightly. The veloc-
ity dispersion-stellar mass relation also deviates from the
canonical Faber-Jackson relation slope of 0.25, showing
a scaling closer to σ ∝ M0.3∗ .
4.4. Rotational Support
We measure v/σ as the luminosity-weighted average
within Reff , as used in IFU observations like Atlas3D
(Cappellari et al. 2011). Most simulated ellipticals are
slow rotators (Fig. 14). However, some projections show
v/σ as large as 0.35 and can be classified as fast rotators
despite having been formed from dry mergers. Cox et al.
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Figure 11. Sersic model size-luminosity relation of central ellipticals after 10 Gyr. The simulated relations have small scatter and a
similar slope to observations but are offset slightly, being too large at fixed luminosity. Many merger galaxies appear to be a better fit for
luminous ellipticals, whereas few mergers match low luminosity ellipticals better. Line types are as in Fig. 7.
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Figure 12. The Kormendy relation of central ellipticals. Only B.ns=4 simulations show a distinct Kormendy relation, but they are also
too faint at a fixed size. The observed relation can be better reproduced if few mergers and B.ns=1 are the preferred source of small
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Table 3
Sersic model size-luminosity relations
Simulations: Ten equally-spaced projections, randomly oriented
B.ns Subsample Slope Intercept R.M.S.
1 Unweighted 0.53 ± 0.01 -4.89 ± 0.07 0.10
1 Weighted 0.58 ± 0.01 -5.36 ± 0.06 0.10
1 Many 0.55 ± 0.01 -5.08 ± 0.05 0.07
1 Few 0.50 ± 0.01 -4.67 ± 0.08 0.10
4 Unweighted 0.61 ± 0.01 -5.66 ± 0.10 0.12
4 Weighted 0.67 ± 0.01 -6.20 ± 0.07 0.12
4 Many 0.65 ± 0.01 -5.95 ± 0.08 0.09
4 Few 0.55 ± 0.01 -5.11 ± 0.11 0.11
All Unweighted 0.58 ± 0.01 -5.32 ± 0.06 0.12
All Weighted 0.63 ± 0.01 -5.92 ± 0.06 0.12
All Many 0.62 ± 0.01 -5.69 ± 0.06 0.10
All Few 0.54 ± 0.01 -4.96 ± 0.08 0.12
Principal axis projections, unweighted
B.ns Projection Slope Intercept R.M.S.
1 Major axis 0.55 ± 0.02 -5.12 ± 0.19 0.10
1 Minor axis 0.52 ± 0.02 -4.70 ± 0.21 0.10
4 Major axis 0.60 ± 0.02 -5.53 ± 0.24 0.11
4 Minor axis 0.58 ± 0.02 -5.25 ± 0.29 0.11
Observations
Cat. Type Weight Slope Intercept R.M.S.
S+11 E N 0.85 ± 0.00 -8.34 ± 0.01 0.12
S+11 E Y 0.80 ± 0.00 -7.82 ± 0.02 0.12
N+10 E N 0.66 ± 0.01 -6.40 ± 0.10 0.09
N+10 S0 N 0.63 ± 0.01 -6.03 ± 0.11 0.12
N+10 E Y 0.65 ± 0.02 -6.29 ± 0.21 0.09
N+10 S0 Y 0.61 ± 0.02 -5.82 ± 0.24 0.12
A3D E N 0.72 ± 0.03 -6.90 ± 0.35 0.12
A3D S0 N 0.57 ± 0.05 -5.41 ± 0.24 0.12
A3D E Y 0.72 ± 0.04 -6.97 ± 0.65 0.12
A3D S0 Y 0.60 ± 0.05 -5.70 ± 0.44 0.12
Note. — Slopes are given in log space, i.e., for log(Reff ) as
a function of log(L). Simulation data are from analyses after
10.3 Gyr, including various subsamples of randomly oriented (but
equally spaced) projections, as detailed in the text, as well as prin-
cipal axis projections. Observational data for each catalog (Cat.)
are 1/Vmax corrected, with fits optionally weighted (Weight) or not
by the difference between the simulated and observed luminosity
functions. R.M.S. lists the r.m.s. orthogonal scatter of all points
from the best-fit relation.
Table 4
Petrosian size-luminosity relations
Simulations: Ten equally-spaced projections, randomly oriented
B.ns Subsample Slope Intercept R.M.S.
1 Unweighted 0.50 ± 0.01 -4.62 ± 0.06 0.10
1 Weighted 0.54 ± 0.01 -5.06 ± 0.05 0.10
1 Many 0.52 ± 0.01 -4.81 ± 0.06 0.08
1 Few 0.48 ± 0.01 -4.43 ± 0.09 0.09
4 Unweighted 0.49 ± 0.01 -4.47 ± 0.05 0.10
4 Weighted 0.54 ± 0.01 -4.99 ± 0.06 0.10
4 Many 0.52 ± 0.01 -4.72 ± 0.07 0.08
4 Few 0.46 ± 0.01 -4.22 ± 0.07 0.09
All Unweighted 0.49 ± 0.00 -4.50 ± 0.04 0.10
All Weighted 0.54 ± 0.01 -5.04 ± 0.04 0.10
All Many 0.52 ± 0.00 -4.76 ± 0.06 0.08
All Few 0.47 ± 0.01 -4.34 ± 0.06 0.09
Observations
Cat. Type Weight Slope Intercept R.M.S.
N+10 E N 0.62 ± 0.01 -6.04 ± 0.07 0.08
N+10 S0 N 0.57 ± 0.01 -5.53 ± 0.07 0.10
N+10 E Y 0.58 ± 0.01 -5.61 ± 0.22 0.08
N+10 S0 Y 0.54 ± 0.01 -5.14 ± 0.09 0.10
Note. — Column definitions are as in Tab. 3.
Table 5
Sersic size-stellar mass relations
Cat. Type Weight Slope Intercept R.M.S.
S+11 E N 0.78 ± 0.00 -7.95 ± 0.02 0.13
S+11 E Y 0.75 ± 0.00 -7.53 ± 0.03 0.13
N+10 E N 0.64 ± 0.01 -6.39 ± 0.06 0.09
N+10 S0 N 0.57 ± 0.01 -5.61 ± 0.09 0.12
N+10 E Y 0.60 ± 0.02 -5.89 ± 0.20 0.09
N+10 S0 Y 0.48 ± 0.02 -4.63 ± 0.17 0.13
Note. — Column definitions are as in Tab. 3.
Table 6
Petrosian model size-stellar mass relation
Cat. Type Weight Slope Intercept R.M.S.
N+10 E N 0.59 ± 0.01 -5.97 ± 0.09 0.09
N+10 S0 N 0.50 ± 0.01 -4.922 ± 0.08 0.11
N+10 E Y 0.52 ± 0.02 -5.21 ± 0.21 0.09
N+10 S0 Y 0.41 ± 0.01 -4.03 ± 0.11 0.12
Note. — Column definitions are as in Tab. 3.
Table 7
Sersic model Faber-Jackson relations
Simulations: Ten equally-spaced projections, randomly oriented
B.ns Subsample Slope Intercept R.M.S.
1 Unweighted 0.28 ± 0.00 -0.85 ± 0.02 0.04
1 Weighted 0.27 ± 0.00 -0.68 ± 0.02 0.05
1 Many 0.27 ± 0.00 -0.68 ± 0.03 0.03
1 Few 0.30 ± 0.00 -0.98 ± 0.04 0.04
4 Unweighted 0.29 ± 0.00 -0.90 ± 0.02 0.04
4 Weighted 0.27 ± 0.00 -0.74 ± 0.02 0.04
4 Many 0.27 ± 0.00 -0.75 ± 0.02 0.03
4 Few 0.30 ± 0.00 -0.99 ± 0.03 0.04
All Unweighted 0.28 ± 0.00 -0.86 ± 0.02 0.04
All Weighted 0.27 ± 0.00 -0.71 ± 0.02 0.05
All Many 0.27 ± 0.00 -0.72 ± 0.02 0.04
All Few 0.30 ± 0.00 -0.98 ± 0.03 0.04
Principal axis projections, unweighted
B.ns Projection Slope Intercept R.M.S.
1 Major axis 0.27 ± 0.01 -0.70 ± 0.06 0.04
1 Minor axis 0.30 ± 0.01 -1.01 ± 0.06 0.04
4 Major axis 0.27 ± 0.01 -0.69 ± 0.05 0.04
4 Minor axis 0.30 ± 0.01 -1.12 ± 0.06 0.04
Observations
Cat. Type Weight Slope Intercept R.M.S.
S+11 E N 0.27 ± 0.00 -0.63 ± 0.01 0.08
S+11 E Y 0.30 ± 0.00 -0.92 ± 0.02 0.08
N+10 E N 0.28 ± 0.01 -0.67 ± 0.10 0.07
N+10 S0 N 0.36 ± 0.01 -1.57 ± 0.09 0.10
N+10 E Y 0.37 ± 0.01 -1.67 ± 0.31 0.08
N+10 S0 Y 0.48 ± 0.03 -2.85 ± 0.20 0.11
Note. — Column definitions are as in Tab. 3.
Table 8
Velocity dispersion-stellar mass relations
Cat. Type Weight Slope Intercept R.M.S.
S+11 E N 0.26 ± 0.00 -0.60 ± 0.01 0.07
S+11 E Y 0.28 ± 0.00 -0.88 ± 0.01 0.07
N+10 E N 0.29 ± 0.00 -0.89 ± 0.05 0.06
N+10 S0 N 0.36 ± 0.01 -1.74 ± 0.08 0.09
N+10 E Y 0.36 ± 0.03 -1.70 ± 0.26 0.07
N+10 S0 Y 0.43 ± 0.01 -2.45 ± 0.10 0.09
Note. — Column definitions are as in Tab. 3.
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Figure 14. Rotational support of simulated galaxies by classical
v/σ measure. Atlas3D ellipticals are shown with areas of points
roughly corresponding to their relative weights on a logarithmic
scale. Most simulated ellipticals are slow rotators, but some have
modest rotational support.
(2006) found that dry binary mergers only form slow
rotators (v/σ < 0.1), whereas some group mergers are
clearly capable of producing fast rotators. Nonetheless,
the scarcity of remnants with v/σ > 0.3 strongly suggests
that dissipation is necessary to form fast rotators, as will
be elaborated further in §5.
We also measure rotation in Fig. 15 by the more phys-
ically motivated measure λ (Cappellari et al. 2011) - es-
sentially a radially-weighted v/σ tracing net projected
angular momentum. While the distribution of rotational
support is not wildly different from Atlas3D, there is a
significant excess of slow rotators (especially flattened
ones) and a complete absence of simulated galaxies with
λ > 0.4. B.ns=1 mergers and Many-merger remnants
tend to be slightly slower rotators, but the differences in
both cases are not large.
Figure 16 shows rotational support for the principal
axis projections. The minor axis projection shows min-
imal rotation, which is expected if there are no stable
orbits about the major axis. In general, B.ns=4 mergers
are rounder despite having faster rotation for the same
set of initial conditions. As with random projections,
there appear to be two distinct tracks for galaxies, which
is more readily apparent in the B.ns=4 mergers. Most
galaxies have a range of ellipticities in their major axis
projections but only show modest increases in rotational
support from the minor to medial axis projections. These
appear as horizontal lines with a shallow slope near the
bottom of the figure. A smaller subset of galaxies are
nearly round in the minor axis projections, with very
modest rotation (λ < 0.1), but are significantly flattened
( > 0.2 and rotationally supported (λ > 0.2) in ma-
jor and medial axes alike. In fact, for most of these
galaxies it appears as if the minor and medial axes are
nearly identical, and so these galaxies are probably pro-
late spheroids. In this case, the distinction between ma-
jor and medial axis projection is not very meaningful.
Rotational support decreases with increasing luminos-
ity in A3D ellipticals but not in simulations, as shown in
Fig. 17. This is largely due to the inability of dry mergers
to produce fast rotating, faint ellipticals. Furthermore,
even if the morphological properties of some remnants
(particularly Sersic indices of B.ns=1 remnants) are more
consistent with S0s than ellipticals, observed S0s have far
more rotational support than the vast majority of the
simulated galaxies.
There does not appear to be any strong correlation
between rotational support and number of mergers in
Fig. 14, or with total group mass or central galaxy lumi-
nosity. One might expect rotational support to at least
correlate with net group specific angular momentum, as-
suming most of the halos merge and this angular mo-
mentum is conserved - however, Fig. 18 does not show
any such correlation. It appears that repeated, mostly
isotropic mergers cannot produce very fast rotators, even
if the group itself has some net orbital angular momen-
tum in one or more satellite galaxies.
5. DISCUSSION
The main results of §4 are that collisionless mergers
in groups can produce central remnants with properties
very similar to nearby elliptical galaxies. However, we do
note several key differences between the simulation pre-
dictions and observed elliptical galaxies, not all of which
are easily reconciled with dissipationless merging. We
will also highlight how and why these results differ from
previously published simulations.
5.1. Morphology
In App. A, it is shown that at the resolutions used in
this study, luminosities, sizes and Sersic indices of spher-
ical Sersic model galaxies can be recovered within about
5%, usually underestimating the true values. For group
merger remnants, Sersic fits typically recover luminosi-
ties and sizes to within 10%, although luminosities tend
to be more precisely recovered. By contrast, Petrosian
radii systematically underestimate galaxy sizes and lu-
minosities, negating the advantage of a non-parametric
fit unless corrected for. Thus we conclude that single
Sersic model fits are suitable for the simulated galaxies
and can be compared directly to S+11 catalog fits, with
the caveat that Sersic indices are the least robust pa-
rameter at low resolutions and are likely systematically
underestimated. However, it is also true that in prac-
tice, Sersic fits can produce larger scatter on size than
on luminosity, whereas Petrosian half-light radii appear
to limit scatter in sizes - likely because they systemati-
cally underestimate the total luminosity of galaxies with
large Sersic indices. Given these issues, our solution is to
compare sizes between simulations and observations as
fairly as possible, so that any systematic errors are likely
to be shared between simulated and observed galaxies.
We have compared Sersic index and ellipticity distribu-
tion to single Sersic profile fits of local (A3D) and SDSS
(N+10, S+11) galaxies. Neither B.ns sample is a good
fit to observed ellipticals alone, but the naive linear com-
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Figure 15. Rotational support of simulated galaxies by dimensionless angular momentum measure λ. Observed data are shown with
point sizes proportional to the logarithm of the relative weights to match the luminosity function of the simulated galaxies. Despite this
weighting scheme, too many simulated galaxies have low rotational support, and none have very high support (λ > 0.4).
bination of the two is a better fit while remaining in-
consistent with S0s. However, such a naive combination
still produces a near-bimodal distribution, in contrast to
the single peak typical of observed ellipticals. A more
natural choice of progenitors would likely smooth out
this bimodality. For example, groups with half of the
spirals having exponential bulges and the other half de
Vaucouleurs would likely produce remnants with inter-
mediate properties, filling in the gap between the two
peaks of single-progenitor distributions. A smooth, re-
alistic distribution of bulge profiles and bulge fractions
would likely flatten the peaks and further broaden the
distribution of remnant Sersic indices.
Sersic indices of observed ellipticals are generally larger
for more luminous galaxies, a trend reproduced by the
simulated galaxies in Fig. 7. Hopkins et al. (2009) pre-
dicted that the dissipationless component in mergers (in-
cluding both binary spiral mergers and some re-mergers
of the resulting remnants) should show only a weak in-
crease with luminosity and have low median values of
about ns=3, with scatter of about 1. We find similar re-
sults for the B.ns=1 sample, for which ns is nearly con-
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Figure 17. Rotational support of elliptical galaxies by dimen-
sionless angular momentum measure λ as a function of luminosity.
Observational data show a trend of lower rotational support at
higher luminosity, whereas the simulated trend is nearly flat. Al-
most all S0s are faster rotators than simulated remnants.
stant with luminosity at a mean of 3 and with a range
from 2 to 4. By contrast, the B.ns=4 sample not only has
larger mean ns at about 5, but the median ns increases
with luminosity by ∼0.5-1 per dex. This slope is close
to that observed for N+10 and shallower than that in
S+11, the discrepancy between these two samples hav-
ing no obvious cause beyond probable contamination by
S0s in the S+11 elliptical sample. Since the simulations
have the same initial conditions other than their bulge
profiles, this demonstrates that sufficiently concentrated
progenitors can produce remnants with large ns through
dissipationless merging. Furthermore, bulge ns=4 merg-
ers appear to be a better fit for luminous ellipticals, while
bulge ns=1 remnants match the less luminous ellipticals.
If progenitor bulge profiles scale with luminosity (i.e., lu-
minous spirals have larger bulge ns and merge to form
luminous ellipticals), the scaling of elliptical Sersic index
with luminosity can be matched more closely.
Both simulations and observations show a slight ten-
dency for more luminous ellipticals to be rounder, espe-
cially above 1011L (Fig. 9). Again, the S+11 sample
differs from N+10, in this case being more flattened on
average - likely due to S0 contamination. Nonetheless,
we also find similar luminosity-dependent behaviour as
for Sersic indices, as the B.ns=4 sample is a better match
for bright, rounder ellipticals. The B.ns=1 sample has
a shallower slope and appears to be too flattened on av-
erage. The observed distribution does not obviously re-
quire a combination of both simulation samples in the
same way as the Sersic index-luminosity relation does,
but such a combination does not disagree with the S+11
relation either. The N+10 ellipticity-luminosity relation
is considerably flatter and could be reproduced by the
B.ns=4 sample alone, with the scatter due to the sub-
stantial projection effects.
5.2. Scaling Relations
5.2.1. Size-Luminosity Relation
Despite having randomized initial conditions, the simu-
lated galaxies typically produce tight size-luminosity re-
lations, with slight dependence on which size measure
is used and whether different B.ns samples are com-
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Figure 18. Rotational support of simulated galaxies as a function of initial group orbital angular momentum per unit mass. For reference,
M31’s estimated orbit about the Milky Way with a tangential velocity of 30 kms−1and a distance of 700 kpc would be amongst the smaller
values in the sample.
bined. The Sersic model relations are somewhat tighter
(∼ 0.1 − 0.12 dex scatter) than those reported by Nair
et al. (2011) (∼ 0.12 − 0.15 dex scatter). This is partly
systematic, since Nair et al. (2011) used circular Sersic
fits provided by Blanton et al. (2005). Using the elliptical
Sersic model fits of S+11 - which are more directly com-
parable to our own methodology and overlap with the
N+10 sample - yields smaller scatter in the N+10 size-
luminosity relation of ∼ 0.09 dex. We also find slightly
tighter scatter in the remnant Petrosian size-luminosity
relation (∼ 0.09 dex), whereas the scatter for N+10 ellip-
ticals remains largely unchanged whether Sersic or Pet-
rosian model sizes are used.
The small scatter in the size-luminosity relation should
allay concerns that stochastic merging processes cannot
produce tight scaling relations. Nipoti et al. (2009a) used
simulations with multiple mergers of spheroidal galaxies
to conclude that ”a remarkable degree of fine tuning is
required to reproduce the tightness of the local scaling re-
lations with dry mergers”. Instead, we find that mergers
of many galaxies typically produce slightly tighter corre-
lations than those with fewer galaxies, and the relations
are tight regardless of which formation time is assumed
for the groups (App. C). No fine tuning in galaxy or-
bits, number of mergers or any other parameters are re-
quired to produce tight scaling relations. Moreover, the
Faber-Jackson relation has even tighter scatter than the
size-luminosity relation. Rather than scattering galaxies
away from existing scaling relations, multiple mergers ap-
pear to converge remnants towards a common relation, a
behavior somewhat like the central limit theorem. How-
ever, it is still true that dry mergers of spirals in groups
produce remnants with larger sizes and smaller velocity
dispersions at fixed mass or luminosity, a problem shared
with mergers of spheroids (e.g. Nipoti et al. 2003; Boylan-
Kolchin et al. 2006; Nipoti et al. 2009b). Also, the scat-
ter does appear to increase slightly with luminosity. This
could simply be a reflection of the wide range of galaxy
and merger counts for the luminous groups, which may
not match the true range of cosmological merger histories
for galaxy groups.
We have tested mergers of spirals following a zero-
scatter Tully-Fisher relation. The estimates for the scat-
ter of merger remnant scaling relations can be considered
lower limits, as they would likely have been higher had
progenitors followed Tully-Fisher relations with intrinsic
scatter and/or evolving slope and scatter. The observed
Tully-Fisher relation does have significant scatter, even
at low redshift (about 0.12 dex, from Courteau et al.
(2007)), but the intrinsic scatter could be much lower.
Hopkins et al. (2008) estimate that a scatter of 0.1 dex
in the Tully-Fisher relation contributes about 0.04 dex
scatter in the Fundamental Plane scaling relation; com-
parable scatter added to the existing size-luminosity rela-
tion scatter of 0.10-0.12 dex would make little difference
if added in quadrature.
While limiting scatter does not appear to be a chal-
lenge, in almost all cases the slope of the size-luminosity
relation is shallower than observed and the intercept
larger, so most galaxies are too large for their luminosi-
ties. The slopes of the remnant size-luminosity relations
(typically R ∝ L0.5−0.6) are steeper than the progenitor
spiral scaling relation (R ∝ L0.42) and the group scaling
relation (ρ=constant, R ∝ L1/3). However, the remnants
slopes are still shallower than those for the observations,
which range from R ∝ L0.6 to R ∝ L0.8 depending on the
observational sample and size measure. Encouragingly,
the best matches are found between simulated remnants
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and N+10 ellipticals (R ∝ L0.66), the largest sample for
which visual classifications are available.
The steeper slope of the S+11 elliptical Sersic size-
luminosity relation (0.75 to 0.78) is of some concern.
However, the elliptical classification for S+11 is based on
empirical cuts on various parameters and results in signif-
icant (∼ 30%) contamination by S0s (Tab. 2). The much
smaller A3D elliptical sample also has a slightly larger
slope than N+10, and the luminosity function weighting
does not change the slope. Since A3D used a slightly
different fitting methodology with a much smaller vol-
ume sample, it is not clear whether this discrepancy is
significant.
The size-luminosity relation slopes for the simulated
remnants are also steeper than that of R ∝ L∼0.3 pre-
dicted for binary mergers remnants by Hopkins et al.
(2009). However, those simulations began with a spiral
scaling relation of similar slope (0.3), and so the merg-
ing process did not steepen the size-mass relation. By
contrast, we have shown that group mergers are capable
of steepening the slope of the size-luminosity relation by
∼ 0.1−0.2 from progenitors to merger remnants without
dissipation.
Our models predict virtually no dependence of stel-
lar mass-to-light ratio on luminosity - while the bulge
and disk stellar mass-to-light ratios have different val-
ues, the fraction of disk stars within the effective radius
varies little. However, luminous ellipticals do tend to
have larger stellar mass-to-light ratios, so comparing to
observed size-stellar mass relations lessens the discrep-
ancies in the slopes by about 0.05 dex, depending on
the sample and size measure. Such a dependence could
be produced by more massive progenitor spirals having
larger mean stellar mass-to-light ratios. We also did not
include any scatter in the progenitor spiral Tully-Fisher
relation or any scatter or luminosity dependence in bulge
fractions. Extra scatter in either of these input galaxy
properties would likely result in increased scatter in the
remnant scaling relations. Any realistic luminosity de-
pendence in the large M31 model bulge fraction would
likely flatten the slope still further, since faint ellipticals
would be produced by faint spirals with weak bulges.
Dissipation is a tempting solution to the shallow size-
luminosity relation slope problem. Dissipation should
decrease sizes at fixed luminosities and preferentially
shrink faint ellipticals if their progenitors had larger
gas fractions, resulting in a remnant with a larger frac-
tion of stars formed in a central starburst. Luminosity-
dependent gas fractions have been proposed by Robert-
son et al. (2006); Hopkins et al. (2008) as the source of
the tilt in the fundamental plane scaling relation, a hy-
pothesis which will be addressed in Paper II.
Another possible remedy to the shallower slopes of
the simulated size-luminosity relations is to weight the
contributions from various simulation subsamples differ-
ently. Applying a simple linear weighting scheme of fa-
voring B.ns=1 groups at low luminosity and B.ns=4 at
high luminosities yields a steeper slope than a uniform
weighting and a closer match with observations. Such
a weighting also produces steeper slopes than either the
Few- or Many-merger relations alone and can be justified
if more massive halos undergo more mergers. While av-
erage halo merger rates are not strongly mass dependent
(Stewart et al. 2008; Fakhouri et al. 2010), the groups
we have simulated here would likely be those with higher
than average merger rates.
Although these schemes could resolve the mismatch
in slopes, none save dissipation are viable solutions to
the problem that simulated remnants are generally too
large at fixed luminosity (Fig. 11). Our estimated stel-
lar mass-to-light ratios are already quite low, so making
small galaxies brighter appears to be out of the question.
Numerical resolution effects are not large (App. B). Bar-
ring a strong redshift dependence in the sizes of observed
ellipticals, this discrepancy is real. As a result, the Ko-
rmendy relation (Fig. 12) is poorly reproduced. Rem-
nants are too faint at fixed sizes, so their effective sur-
face brightnesses are also too faint by about a magnitude
for small galaxies. The shallower slopes of the size-mass
relation also translate into a weak simulated Kormendy
relation (nearly non-existent in the case of the B.ns=1
sample).
5.2.2. Faber-Jackson Relation
The Faber-Jackson relation of simulated galaxies shows
even smaller scatter (0.04 dex) than their size-luminosity
relation or any observed Faber-Jackson relation (typi-
cally 0.08 dex, as in Fig. 13 and Tab. 7). The simulated
remnants also have slightly shallower slopes (σ ∝ L0.28)
than the observations (σ ∝ L0.27−0.37), again depending
on sample and weighting scheme. Curiously, the slope of
the Faber-Jackson relation is nearly identical to that of
the progenitor spiral Tully-Fisher relation (V ∝ L0.29),
so multiple mergers appear to preserve the scaling of or-
bital velocity with mass while converting ordered rota-
tion into random motions. This is despite the fact that
the virial ratio in each group varies significantly, and so
galaxy orbits within each group are not scaled uniformly
the same way that stellar orbits within galaxies are.
In virtually all cases, the slope of the remnant Faber-
Jackson relation is steeper than the canonical value of
0.25 (or L∝ σ4). However, the observed relations show
similar deviations and there is no compelling reason why
ellipticals should follow this canonical relation. Indeed,
the simulations of Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2006) predict
scalings as steep as M∝ σ12 for major mergers with very
small pericentric distances, so such deviations from the
canonical relation are not unexpected.
In most samples, the simulations have smaller disper-
sions than observed galaxies of the same luminosity. No
weighting scheme can resolve this mismatch in the in-
tercept of the Faber-Jackson relation, which is of similar
magnitude (but opposite sign) as the offset in the inter-
cept of the size-luminosity relation. Increasing the stellar
mass-to-light ratios of the simulations would make galax-
ies of the same dispersion fainter but would worsen the
match to the size-luminosity relation by making small
remnants even fainter. Dissipation appears to be nec-
essary here - central starbursts have been shown to in-
crease velocity dispersions and shrink effective radii com-
pared to purely dissipationless mergers (Hopkins et al.
2009). However, it is not clear whether a mass-dependent
gas fraction would preserve the slope or flatten it. The
mild curvature in the observational relations may be a
systematic effect at low dispersions, although we have
attempted to minimize such systematics by including
two independent dispersion measurements. On the other
hand, the simulated relations are insensitive to the choice
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Figure 19. Relations between total luminosity and best-fit bulge
Sersic index as a function of r-band bulge-to-total luminosity ra-
tio in S+11 spiral galaxies. Plots show probability density on a
logarithmic scale, with dark red the highest and blue the lowest
densities. Only galaxies with a distinct bulge component are in-
cluded. All galaxies have an F-test probability that a bulge com-
ponent is not required for a good fit of less than 0.32. Each galaxy
is weighted by 1/Vmax to correct for incompleteness.
of velocity dispersion measure (central or effective; in-
cluding rotational support or not) and most observed
relations are insensitive to various weighting schemes.
5.2.3. Time or Redshift Dependence
All of the results presented above apply to simulations
analyzed after 10.3 Gyr, assuming an initial formation
redshift of z=2.0 - a redshift at which pure dry mergers
of disks are not likely to be common. However, the first
merger in the group typically only occurs after another
1-2 Gyr. The scaling relations of remnants after 5 and
7.7 Gyr are similar to those at 10.3 Gyr, as shown in
App. C, and so similar conclusions would be reached by
assuming that the first merger occurred at z=0.5, when
mergers were more likely to be dry or gas-poor. At face
value, this also implies that the evolution in scaling re-
lations is minimal; however, we caution that all of the
groups are effectively the same age, so this prediction
does not include any evolution from varied ages and as-
sembly histories of real group galaxies.
5.3. Spiral Progenitors and Their Bulges
In the case of Sersic index distributions and scaling re-
lations, it is tempting to consider whether a combination
of progenitor bulge types (and possibly bulge fractions)
could resolve the tensions with observations. To examine
this further it is useful to ask what the distributions of
bulge Sersic index and bulge fraction are for spirals as a
function of luminosity.
Not all S+11 spirals have a distinct bulge, nor are most
images of sufficient quality to accurately measure bulge
properties, so we consider the subset for which a bulge
plus disk fit is required - that is, those with an F-test
probability that a de Vaucouleurs bulge is not required
is less than 0.32. This is about half of the spiral sample.
The proportion for which a free Sersic bulge is required
over a de Vaucouleurs bulge is much smaller, so we do not
limit the sample any further. Fig. 19 shows the probabil-
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Figure 20. Spiral galaxy bulge properties as in Fig. 19, but now
for visually classified N+10 spirals. Although the statistics are
barely sufficient, there does appear to be a weak correlation be-
tween luminosity and bulge Sersic index for spirals with large bulge
fractions, more so than in Fig. 19.
ity densities of bulge Sersic indices as a function of galaxy
luminosity, split into different bulge fraction bins. In all
bins, classical (ns=4) bulges are at least a local maxi-
mum, although extreme bulge Sersic indices (ns=0.5 and
ns=8, which are the lower and upper limits for S+11) are
often the most common. The dependence on luminosity
is not very strong, but in most bulge fraction bins, fainter
spirals are slightly more likely to have low Sersic index
bulges than high.
The S+11 spiral sample is known to be contaminated
by S0s. In Fig. 20, we instead use the much smaller
but visually classified sample of spirals from N+10. This
smaller sample does slight evidence for correlation be-
tween luminosity and bulge Sersic index, at least for more
bulge-dominated spirals. Also, the large fraction of bulge
Sersic indices below 1 is greatly diminished, suggesting
that those could be primarily S0 contaminants in the
S+11 sample, or possibly more poorly resolved, higher-
redshift spirals which appear in S+11 but not N+10. In
either case, both samples contain substantial fractions of
spirals with large bulge fractions.
The M31 model used in our simulations has a large
bulge mass fraction (0.33) and luminosity fraction (0.5).
Such fractions are not uncommon, even at low lumi-
nosities. de Vaucouleurs bulges are also quite common,
whereas exponential bulges are at least not exception-
ally rare, especially for bulge-dominated spirals. Even if
groups of spirals have broad distributions of bulge pro-
files, as in Fig. 19, their median values could also lie close
to the limiting cases of exponential or de Vaucouleurs
in our simulations. Also, a wide distribution of bulge
profiles is indeed a realistic solution to the problem of
single-progenitor mergers producing remnants with nar-
row Sersic index distributions. Real mergers in groups
would likely produce wider, less bimodal distributions of
Sersic indices than the single-progenitor simulations.
5.4. Rotational Support
The abundance of fast-rotating, faint ellipticals is at
odds with the simulation predictions. However, as Figs.
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14 and 15 show, multiple mergers can product remnants
with moderate rotational support. This contrasts with
the results of Cox et al. (2006) that dissipationless bi-
nary mergers only produce slow-rotating remnants with
v/σ < 0.15 - all the more so because Cox et al. (2006)
measured major axis rotation curves, whereas our simu-
lations (and A3D) average over Reff . Nonetheless, our
simulations are unable to produce any remnants with
λ > 0.35. The simulated remnants show little or no
change in rotational support as a function of luminos-
ity (Fig. 17), unlike observations, and do not produce
any of the fast-rotating, moderately luminous S0s found
in A3D. There is also an abundance of flattened rem-
nants with minimal rotation, unlike in Atlas3D. Cox
et al. (2006); Bois et al. (2011) and others have shown
that significant rotation can be easily produced in gas-
rich mergers. Dissipation is likely necessary to produce
some ellipticals, particularly faint ones, and most likely a
large fraction of S0s - if S0s are formed through mergers.
However, it should emphasized that many of the simu-
lated galaxies are consistent with the properties of some
A3D galaxies, particularly bright ellipticals, so dissipa-
tion may not be necessary in all cases.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the hypothesis that elliptical
galaxies can form through collisionless mergers of spiral
galaxies by creating a sample of numerical simulations
of such mergers and comparing the results directly with
observations of local ellipticals. We draw the following
key conclusions:
1. For a given fixed bulge type, central remnants
have narrow distributions of Sersic indices, with
mergers of spirals with exponential bulges pro-
ducing less concentrated remnants (∼ ns=3) than
classical-bulge merger remnants (∼ ns=5). Al-
though classical-bulge mergers alone are a better
fit than exponential-bulge mergers, a combination
of progenitor bulge profiles is required to reproduce
observed Sersic index distributions.
2. Classical-bulge mergers produce a correlation be-
tween luminosity and Sersic index, whereas expo-
nential bulge mergers do not. The observed correla-
tion is best reproduced if exponential bulge mergers
preferentially produce faint ellipticals and classical
bulge mergers produce bright ellipticals.
3. Every simulation sample produces tight scaling re-
lations, with approximately 0.1 dex scatter for
the size-mass relation and 0.04 dex scatter in the
Faber-Jackson relation. Thus, even multiple dry
mergers can produce ellipticals with exceptionally
tight scaling relations. However, the scatter es-
timates represent a lower limit, because the pro-
genitor spirals in our simulations follow a fixed,
zero-scatter Tully-Fisher relations. The scatter in
the remnants scaling relations would likely increase
(though not necessarily significantly) if the progen-
itor scaling relations had larger intrinsic scatter or
evolved with redshift.
4. The remnant size-luminosity relation typically has
a shallower slope (R ∝ L0.5−0.6) than observed re-
lations (R ∝ L0.6−0.8), depending on the sample
and weighting scheme used. The simulated slope is
also steeper than that of the progenitor spiral size-
luminosity relation (R ∝ L0.42), suggesting that
mergers can steepen the size-luminosity relation.
5. As a consequence of the shallower slopes and larger
intercepts of the simulated size-luminosity relation,
the simulated Kormendy relation is shallower than
observed - nearly flat for exponential bulge mergers
- and has larger scatter.
6. The remnant Faber-Jackson relation has a slightly
shallower slope (σ ∝ L0.28) than most of the ob-
served relations (σ ∝ L0.27−0.37), but is virtually
unchanged from the progenitor spiral Tully-Fisher
relation, V ∝ L0.29.
7. The slopes of the scaling relations can be better
reproduced if massive ellipticals are produced by
many mergers and less massive by fewer mergers,
or if stellar mass is compared instead of luminosity.
8. The intercepts of the size-mass and Faber-Jackson
relations can be individually matched by adjusting
the stellar mass-to-light ratios of the galaxies; how-
ever, each relation requires adjustment in the op-
posite sense (remnants of a fixed luminosity being
too large and having too low of a velocity disper-
sion), so it is not possible to match both intercepts
simultaneously.
9. Multiple mergers can produce remnants with mod-
est rotational support (v/σ > 0.1); however, most
remnants are slow rotators, and there is no corre-
lation between luminosity and v/σ, whereas such a
correlation is found in Atlas3D ellipticals.
These results demonstrate that many of the properties
of elliptical galaxies are consistent with their emergence
through multiple dry mergers of spiral galaxies. Per-
haps most importantly, these properties also differ sig-
nificantly from those of remnants formed through binary
dry mergers of spirals, as reported in previous studies.
This not only adds to an increasing body of evidence
supporting the case for multiple mergers (e.g. Bournaud
et al. 2007; Naab et al. 2009; Trujillo et al. 2011; Hilz
et al. 2013) but also demonstrates that such mergers can
produce tight scaling relations - in some cases tighter
than observed ellipticals - as long as the progenitor spi-
rals are drawn from a realistic luminosity function and
scaled appropriately.
Several major concerns remain for a purely dissipation-
less formation scenario for elliptical galaxies. The first is
the limited amount of rotational support in the merger
remnants and the absence of any correlation between ro-
tation and luminosity. The second is the large sizes (and
low velocity dispersions) of faint ellipticals, which result
in a shallow size-luminosity relation and poorly repro-
duced Kormendy relation. While this second point could
be resolved without dissipation (e.g. by merging more
compact disks at high redshift), dissipation does appear
to be necessary to produce fast-rotating ellipticals. Dis-
sipation could also solve the second problem, as central
starbursts would produce more compact remnants with
higher dispersions.
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Perhaps the greatest challenge for dry mergers lies in
matching the tilt of the fundamental plane with respect
to the virial relation. Previous work has suggested that
dissipational processes are the cause of this tilt and that
dry mergers cannot produce any tilt (Robertson et al.
2006; Hopkins et al. 2008). This point will be addressed
in Paper II of this series (Taranu et al. 2013).
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APPENDIX
A. ANALYSIS PIPELINE TESTING
Several aspects of the simulation analysis pipeline
merit further testing. First, we would like to determine if
the pipeline can recover known or measurable quantities
such as the total mass/luminosity and half-light radii in
single galaxies. This is accomplished by analysing a sam-
ple of spherical, pure Sersic profile plus dark matter halo
galaxies generated with GalactICS. This allows us to si-
multaneously test whether GalactICS can generate equi-
librium Sersic profile models (which is how the bulges of
progenitor spirals are initialized) and whether the anal-
ysis pipeline can successfully recover input parameters
at arbitrary resolutions. We analyse these models be-
fore simulating them in any way. In App. B, we ex-
amine the results of simulating these simple models with
PARTREE to test numerical convergence.
We can also use the group simulations themselves to
test the analysis pipeline. Although we do not know the
structural parameters of merger remnants a priori - in-
deed, they do not necessarily follow a single Sersic profile
at all - the total luminosity is known in groups which have
merged to a single remnant. Similarly, we can directly
measure a half-light radius from mock images with no
PSF or sky background in these cases and compare to
observational estimates from the SDSS-equivalent mock
images. This procedure allows us to determine whether
single Sersic profile fits can simultaneously recover the
total luminosity of a galaxy and its half-light radius.
In addition to Sersic fits from GALFIT, we fit de Vau-
couleurs profiles with GALMORPH and measure non-
parametric Petrosian radii to determine if these size mea-
sures can consistently recover the true half-light radius
of a galaxy.
A.1. Sersic plus Halo Models
Our reference Sersic plus halo models consist of a sin-
gle Sersic profile bulge and a dark halo with the same
baryonic mass ratio as our fiducial M31 models. We pro-
duce ns = 2 and ns = 4 models to cover most of the
range of typical elliptical surface brightness profiles. We
create models with Reff of 2, 4, 8 and 16 kpc, again
covering ranges of typical elliptical galaxies and massive
spiral bulges. The 2-kpc model is slightly larger than
the 1.5-kpc bulge in our fiducial M31 model. All mod-
els are in virial equilibrium and follow a size-luminosity
relation log(Reff ) = 0.7 log(Lr), with one model exactly
on this relation and an extra model either over- or under-
luminous for its size. Each model is imaged at mock red-
shifts of 0.01, 0.025 and 0.1. These models will be used
in the future to test recovery of scaling relations. How-
ever, for now we are mainly interested in whether the
pipeline can recover the known values of ns, Reff and L
for each model and whether the systematics depend on
any of those parameters.
In addition to varying the galaxy luminosity as a func-
tion of size, each set of Sersic plus halo models is sim-
ulated at three resolutions. The lowest resolution has
15,000 star and 40,000 dark matter particles, identical
to the lowest resolution model used in the simulations.
The resolution increases by a factor of 8 each step such
that the highest resolution model has 7,680,000 star and
20,480,000 dark particles, or at least a factor of two more
than the total particle counts of the most massive group
simulations. In principle these models should be rescaled
versions of each other; however, the nominal SDSS PSF
and signal-to-noise ratio set a physical scale for mock im-
ages, while our fixed softening length sets another phys-
ical scale for the simulation.
A.2. Sersic Quantities
For ns = 2 models imaged at z=0.025, GALFIT Sersic
fits show excellent agreement with expectations, even at
low numerical resolution. With just 15,000 star particles,
sizes are recovered to within 1±0.5% for 2 kpc radius, al-
though larger galaxies have underestimated sizes to the
level of 3 ± 1% at Reff = 16 kpc. However, ns is un-
derestimated by 10% for Reff = 2 kpc galaxies, which
improves to 4 ± 1% at Reff = 16 kpc. Luminosities, in
turn, are underestimated at fairly constant levels of 3%,
with standard deviations increasing with size from 0.1 to
1%. Similar trends are found at medium resolution but
with smaller amplitudes - the largest errors on ns are just
1.4 ± 0.3% at 16 kpc, while errors on Reff are at most
3.5± 0.5% at 2 kpc and shrink to half of that value at 2
kpc.
Errors on parameters are reduced by about a factor
of two by imaging at nearby redshifts (z=0.01) and in-
crease by about the same factor by imaging at z=0.1.
These errors are not eliminated by increasing the image
size (and shrinking the PSF relative to Reff ) but shrink
dramatically at the highest numerical resolution, to well
under 1% in ns and L and about 1% in Reff . This sug-
gests that these parameters are in principle completely
recoverable with SDSS-equivalent imaging and good sky
subtraction.
We have also fit ns = 4 de Vaucouleurs profiles using
GALMORPH, as in Hyde & Bernardi (2009a). GAL-
MORPH fits to the ns = 2 models show expectedly poor
results. Sizes are overestimated by factors from 1.6 (at
2kpc) to 2.4 (at 16kpc) while luminosities are overesti-
mated by 30− 60%. These results are not entirely unex-
pected – ns = 4 models have shallower outer profiles and
hence more light at large radii compared to profiles with
lower ns = 2. However, they do demonstrate that other
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free parameters such as the effective radius and mean
surface brightness cannot adjust to compensate for an in-
correct profile choice, and so pure de Vaucouleurs profiles
are not a good choice to fit ellipticals if their underlying
surface brightness profiles are truly Sersic profile with ns
significantly lower than 4.
For ns = 4 models, GALFIT free-ns fits show curiously
constant fractional errors on sizes, consistently underes-
timating Reff by 8− 9± 1%. Underestimates of ns vary
from a substantial 14 ± 1% at 2 kpc to 4 ± 0.6% at 16
kpc. Luminosity underestimates shrink from 5±0.6% to
1.5±0.3%. These errors are not improved by imaging at
lower redshift and so are unrelated to the relative size of
the PSF. Instead, they are reduced substantially by in-
creasing numerical resolution. At the highest resolution,
size estimates shrink to 5− 6± 1% at all sizes, while ns
underestimates now scale from 8− 2%.
Since typical resolutions for central group galaxies are
at the medium level or slightly higher, we expect that ns
is underestimated by 7% on average for a pure de Vau-
couleurs fit, with better performance at smaller ns. Size
estimates are a minimum of 2% lower for large galaxies
and up to 10% off for Reff = 2kpc.
By contrast, the GALMORPH fits with fixed ns = 4
accurately recover sizes and luminosities to better than
2% even at the smallest sizes and at medium resolution.
We conclude that even in ideal situations, free-ns fits
will systematically underestimate sizes and luminosities
at the 5% level, whereas fixed-ns fits only perform better
if the exact value of ns is known. In App. B we detail
how these results change after 2 Gyr of simulation with
PARTREE using a fixed 100 pc softening length, as in
the simulations.
A.3. Group Simulation Results
As Fig. 21 shows, Sersic models generally do an accept-
able job recovering central galaxy luminosities. For the
ns = 1 sample, model luminosities are typically 85-90%
of the total in groups with no satellites with relatively
small scatter. The Sersic luminosities of ns = 4 central
galaxies appear to have little or no systematic deviations
from the true luminosities, although the scatter appears
somewhat larger than in the ns = 1 case. The largest
discrepancies are found for groups with many mergers,
particularly equal mass mergers, in which case the mod-
els can overestimate the central galaxy’s luminosity by
at least 20-30%, largely due to runaway growth of the
effective radius and Sersic index. However, in most cases
Sersic profiles appear to be appropriate fits to the galax-
ies. The underestimation of ns = 1 merger luminosities
appears to be a systematic effect. The underestimation
of luminosities in groups with satellite galaxies is diffi-
cult to quantify, as the total luminosity in satellites is
not easily separable from that of the central galaxy.
Testing whether half-light radii are recovered is
also complicated by the presence of satellite galaxies.
Nonetheless, we attempt to measure how closely Reff
matches the ’true’ half-light radius R50 of the central
galaxy in Fig. 22. We estimate R50 as the radius en-
closing half of the group luminosity in a given sky- and
satellite-subtracted image, using the same best-fit ellipse
as the Sersic model. The ratio should be unity if there
are no satellite galaxies in the group and less than unity if
there are. As Fig. 22 shows, half-light radii are more diffi-
cult to measure than total galaxy luminosities - or rather,
errors on half-light radii from Sersic fits are considerably
larger than for luminosities, which likely contributes to
the significant scatter in the Sersic size-luminosity rela-
tion compared to the Faber-Jackson relation.
At first glance, the large scatter in the ratio of Ser-
sic model to ’true’ half-light radius might suggest that
much of the error in the Sersic size-luminosity relation
is due to systematics rather than any intrinsic scatter.
However, the size-luminosity relation using total group
luminosity and ’true’ half-light radius still shows signifi-
cant scatter (0.08 dex) even when limited to galaxies with
no satellites. A much larger sample of higher-resolution
simulations would be required to determine if this scatter
is due to numerical effects or genuinely intrinsic.
A.4. Petrosian Radii
As in SDSS, the Petrosian radius RP is given by the
radius at which the mean surface brightness in the ring
bounded by 0.8RP < r < 1.25RP is 0.2 times the mean
surface brightness within RP . As a non-parametric size
measure, it requires no fitting to measure, unlike the Ser-
sic Reff . Since the Sersic profile is an analytical solution,
one can compute RP uniquely for any given ns. For ns =
3 to 6, RP /Reff ranges from 1.5 to 2. The Petrosian
magnitude of a galaxy is often estimated as the flux con-
tained within a radius of a factor NP larger than this
Petrosian radius; SDSS uses NP = 2. Petrosian magni-
tudes effectively measure half-light radii within 3−4Reff
rather than the nominal 8Reff bounding box for the
FITS images used to derive SDSS-equivalent magnitudes.
We measure Petrosian radii using both circular apertures
and elliptical apertures, using the best-fit ellipse from
Sersic model fits in the latter case.
Unfortunately, as shown in Fig. 23, Petrosian luminosi-
ties appear to underestimate the true galaxy luminosity
by a similar amount to the analytical relation for purely
circular profiles (see Graham & Driver (2005) for a ref-
erence to various Sersic quantities). Sizes are also un-
derestimated to a similar degree as predicted for a pure
circular Sersic profile, which suggests that most galaxies
do not deviate greatly from a pure Sersic profile. The
slight excess could be due to a number of factors, includ-
ing the Sersic models underestimating the true half-light
radii and/or Sersic indices, radial variations in the el-
lipticity or shape of the isophotes, or deviations of the
underlying profile from a pure Sersic model, all of which
are plausible. In principle, one can correct for this ’miss-
ing’ flux using fitting formulae valid for a wide range of
Sersic or other profiles (Graham et al. 2005), but this
seems unnecessary given that the Sersic fits appear suf-
ficient and are available for all of the simulations and
observational catalogs alike.
B. NUMERICAL CONVERGENCE
We test the numerical convergence of the spherical Ser-
sic plus halo models by simulating every galaxy for 2 Gyr
at 3 different resolutions (differing in particle number by
a factor of 8 in each step). We also test a subset of the
group simulations at similar resolutions. All measure-
ments are made using the same analysis pipeline as the
results above; the images also have the same nominal
redshift of z = 0.025.
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Figure 21. Ratio of Sersic model luminosities to total group luminosity. Groups with multiple galaxies are highlighted, since the fraction
contained in the satellites is not well-constrained. Mergers of equal-mass spirals (’Eq’) tend to show the largest deviations from unity.
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Figure 23. Ratio of Petrosian model to Sersic model luminosi-
ties and sizes. Petrosian luminosities are derived from the ellipti-
cal Petrosian half-light radii measured within twice the Petrosian
radius. Petrosian sizes and luminosities generally follow the ana-
lytical relation for a pure Sersic profile, underestimating sizes and
luminosities by larger fractions for large Sersic indices.
Convergence is generally quite good. With a 0.2 Myr
timestep, total energy is conserved to better than one
part in 105. With the initial conditions re-centered to
the barycenter, linear momentum remains small. The
net angular momentum vector is the least well conserved
quantity in Sersic plus halo models; each orthogonal com-
ponent can vary by up to 5% of the net rotation. How-
ever, the total angular momentum is usually dominated
by a small number of dark matter halo particles at large
distances from the galaxy center. Angular momentum
conservation for baryons in isolated galaxies is consid-
erably better, and deviations of 1 to 2% are typical for
groups where the bulk of the angular momentum is ini-
tially in galaxy orbits.
Having tested input parameter (Sersic index and effec-
tive radius) recovery with the analysis pipeline, we now
turn to examining how these same parameters evolve in a
100 pc softened potential with a fixed, 0.2 Myr timestep,
as in the group simulations. While idealized, these sim-
ulations are comparable to both the central ellipticals
(which are slowly rotating and close to Sersic profiles,
albeit somewhat flattened) and the bulges of the input
spirals (which are smaller than the Sersic models and
also slightly flattened by the presence of the disk) and
will give estimates for how galaxy structure is affected
by numerical resolution.
B.1. Sersic plus Halo Model Convergence
For a typical model (Reff=8 kpc) at very high reso-
lution (7.68 million star particle), convergence of all pa-
rameters is achieved at the 1 to 2% level, with sizes, Ser-
sic indices and dispersions shrinking slightly over 2 Gyr.
Convergence is considerably worse for the ns = 4 model
and is strongly resolution dependent. A factor eight drop
to high resolution (0.96 million star particles) approx-
imately double errors in all parameters to 2-4%. For
medium resolution (120,000 star particle), ns = 4 mod-
els, parameters can shrink by over 10% - typical values
being 5 to 15% for ns (4 to 3.4), 15% for sizes (8 kpc to 6.8
kpc) and 5% for dispersions. Thus, for larger ellipticals
to be suitably resolved, a million or more stellar parti-
cles are required, especially if the profiles are as or more
centrally concentrated than an ns = 4 model. Less cen-
trally concentrated models such as ns = 2 are much less
sensitive to numerical resolution and can be resolved by
100,000 stellar particles with at most 3 to 4% level drops
in sizes and Sersic index. Only 4 simulations in the sam-
ple have fewer than 720,000 stellar particles, so central
remnants are largely unaffected by numerical relaxation
after formation regardless of their central concentration.
Unfortunately, the results are not as encouraging for
smaller models. For the smallest Reff=2 kpc model at
low (15,000 star particle) resolution, Sersic indices shrink
up to 50% (from 2 to 1.5, or 4 to 2.3). Sizes typically
drop by less than 10%, but dispersions also shrink up to
20%. At high resolution, Sersic indices converge at the 5
to 15% level (from 2 to 1.9 and 4 to 3.4). Sizes remain
constant for ns = 2 and drop at most 5% for ns = 4, with
dispersions also shrinking by 3 to 5%. Typical remnants
are resolved at close to this high resolution, so the great-
est effect would be on the Sersic indices of small, high ns
ellipticals.
The greater concern with these results is the relaxation
that occurs in the bulges of progenitor spirals. The effec-
tive radius of the M31 model is 1.5 kpc, but most galaxies
are scaled to smaller sizes than this, with 0.5 to 1 kpc
bulge Reff . Moreover, in groups with larger numbers
of galaxies, total particle counts are larger, but individ-
ual spirals can have as few as 60,000 stellar particles, of
which only 20,000 are in the bulge. The bulge is partially
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stabilized (and flattened) by the disk, but the disk forms
a core near the center of the galaxy, and so one might ex-
pect the behaviour of these compact, marginally resolved
bulges to be similar to the Sersic plus halo models. We
will now test this hypothesis with convergence studies of
group mergers.
B.2. Group Simulation Convergence
We test numerical convergence in the groups by run-
ning a selected sample with a factor of eight higher
and lower resolution and comparing parameters after the
usual elapsed times (5.0, 7.7 and 10.3 Gyr). As all of the
groups are resolved with an average of over a million
stellar particles, numerical convergence is expected to be
good once groups have merged. However, as detailed
above, the least massive spirals in more massive groups
are not as well resolved, so not all groups are expected
to be converged at our standard resolution.
B.2.1. Parameter Recovery
Fig. 24 shows convergence for several identical groups
on the size-luminosity and size-σ relations after 10.3 Gyr.
Central remnant luminosities are fairly constant across
all resolutions, but low resolutions can have slightly lower
values. Sizes and dispersions are larger at low resolu-
tions. Both trends continue from fiducial/medium to
high resolution, although it is not as extreme - sizes
are usually not more than 10 percent smaller between
medium and high resolution.
Sersic indices are systematically lower at low resolution
by a factor of 1 to 2 (Fig. 25). The trend persists at high
resolution, although ns typically increases by a smaller
factor of 0.2 to 0.3 between mid to high resolutions. Of
the four parameters tested, then, luminosity appears to
be the most robust, while the Sersic index is most sen-
sitive to resolution effects. The effects on sizes are too
small to fully reconcile the mismatch between sizes of
faint simulated galaxies compared to observed ellipticals
(Fig. 11). Dispersions generally decrease with increasing
resolution, and so numerical effects also cannot explain
the lower intercept of the simulated Faber-Jackson rela-
tion compared to that of observed ellipticals (Fig. 13).
In general, increasing resolution by a factor of eight
produces similar trends in the group simulations as in
isolated Sersic plus halo models - Sersic indices increase,
while sizes and dispersions decrease. The effects are not
very large going from our standard (medium) to high
resolution but are considerable when stepping down to
low resolution. We recommend that a minimum of a
million stellar particles be used to adequately resolve
spheroidal galaxies. While luminosities and masses re-
main converged at low resolution, sizes and dispersions
are overestimated. Sersic indices are especially untrust-
worthy, being systematically offset lower by one or two
from higher resolutions.
C. SCALING RELATIONS AT DIFFERENT
TIMES
The scaling relations presented in §4.3 are nominally
for a zero-redshift galaxy population, assuming evolution
from z=2. We can instead consider scaling relations at
younger ages, assuming a fixed formation time for all
groups. This is equivalent to assuming evolution from
Table 9
Sersic model size-luminosity relations at different times
Simulations, Sersic model L and reff , Unweighted
B.ns Time Sample Slope Intercept R.M.S.
All 5.0 All 0.51 ± 0.01 -4.73 ± 0.06 0.11
All 7.7 All 0.53 ± 0.01 -4.88 ± 0.05 0.11
All 10.3 All 0.58 ± 0.01 -5.32 ± 0.06 0.12
All 5.0 Many 0.57 ± 0.01 -5.29 ± 0.10 0.11
All 7.7 Many 0.58 ± 0.01 -5.30 ± 0.06 0.10
All 10.3 Many 0.62 ± 0.01 -5.69 ± 0.06 0.10
All 5.0 Few 0.47 ± 0.01 -4.36 ± 0.06 0.10
All 7.7 Few 0.50 ± 0.01 -4.61 ± 0.06 0.10
All 10.3 Few 0.54 ± 0.01 -4.96 ± 0.08 0.12
Note. — Sersic model size-luminosity relations of simulations
after different times have elapsed (in Gyr) or, equivalently, assum-
ing different formation redshifts (0.5, 1.0 and 2.0). Data are for
ten equally-spaced, randomly oriented projections of each galaxy.
Table 10
Sersic model Faber-Jackson relations of simulations after different
times
Simulations, Sersic model L, Unweighted
B.ns Time Sample Slope Intercept R.M.S.
All 5.0 All 0.31 ± 0.00 -1.08 ± 0.02 0.05
All 7.7 All 0.30 ± 0.00 -0.99 ± 0.02 0.04
All 10.3 All 0.28 ± 0.00 -0.86 ± 0.02 0.04
All 5.0 Many 0.29 ± 0.00 -0.89 ± 0.03 0.05
All 7.7 Many 0.28 ± 0.00 -0.83 ± 0.02 0.04
All 10.3 Many 0.27 ± 0.00 -0.72 ± 0.02 0.04
All 5.0 Few 0.32 ± 0.00 -1.21 ± 0.02 0.04
All 7.7 Few 0.31 ± 0.00 -1.09 ± 0.02 0.04
All 10.3 Few 0.30 ± 0.00 -0.98 ± 0.03 0.04
Note. — Sersic model Faber-Jackson relations of simulations
after different times have elapsed. Format as in Tab. 9. The slopes
generally flatten slightly while intercepts increase and scatter re-
mains constant at 0.04 dex.
z=1 or z=0.5, since the only initial redshift-dependent
parameter in the initial conditions is the group size.
One might also consider combining groups from differ-
ent snapshots into a single sample to simulate a sample
with galaxies of different ages; however, this is best left to
purely cosmological initial conditions with known merger
trees and formation times.
With these caveats in mind, we now present predic-
tions for the evolution of the slope and scatter of se-
lected scaling relations assuming a fixed formation time
for all groups. The best-fit relations measured in Tab. 9
show slight evolution with time in the slopes (increas-
ing) and intercepts (decreasing) and limited evolution in
scatter. The steepening of the slope and lowering of the
intercept would seem to suggest that brighter ellipticals
grow off the relation at later times while fainter ellip-
ticals grow slowly, if it all - in our case largely by con-
struction, since the Few-merger sample does not have any
late-time mergers. This interpretation is complicated by
the fact that some of the largest groups do not have a
relaxed, early-type central remnant formed in the ear-
lier time steps and so are not included in the sample at
earlier times but are included later on. Thus, as in most
observational catalogs, not all of the descendants can nec-
essarily be clearly identified with a previous early-type
ancestor.
The best-fit Faber-Jackson relations measured in
Tab. 9 also show slight evolution of the slope, but in
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Figure 24. Numerical convergence about size-luminosity and size-σ relations for principal axis projections of selected groups after 10.3
Gyr. At low resolutions, galaxies generally have larger sizes and dispersions than at higher resolution.
the opposite sense (decreasing/flattening), with a corre-
sponding increase in the intercept. However, the scatter
remains largely unchanged at 0.04 dex.
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